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MONTANA*5 BICAMERAL LEGISLATURE 
Surrey of Reoent Sessions
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
*To inquire into the tost form of government 
In the abstract la not a chimerical, but a highly . 
practical employment of the aolentiflo intellect*"
The complexity of modem society and its attending problems 
has given rise to a multitude of transitions which are at the 
present challenging all of our existing institutions* The fabric 
of social stuff Is essentially the same but the styles hare 
rendered the patterns questionable if not often obsolete* This 
evolutionary process has effected all branches of human activity 
and opens for discussion such topics of a universal dimension that 
a mere mention of them plunges a student into a fog of bewilderment* 
It is due to the lack of social adaptation, adjustment, 
co-operation, and integration that governments— agencies Instituted 
to render this service when individuals fail— have been receiving 
the acid test of pragmatism* Unfortunately, perhaps, the results 
of these popular measurements are most difficult to evaluate for 
the scales of service are constantly changing.
Our forefathers, in the development and exploitation of a
i John Stuart Mill, Represent*tire Govormaent, (Oxford 
Unirorelty Pro**, H. Y.) pTlSS
-IB-
native country, became solidly imbued -with the ideas of 1x11117140011801 • 
Opportunities mere suoh that personal ambitions could well be 
fattened on the products of labor* Baoh was lord and master with a 
heaven of his own* this philosophy of Independence envelopes the 
entire history of our country and received no serious obstruction 
until in the first part of the twentieth century*
It was not until after the closing of the geographic frontier 
that our society came face to face with the problems of social 
relationships on a national scale* The Great War, and its conse­
quent conscription, united popular action in a concerted cause*
The era which followed carried with It a continuation of regimentation 
and regulation— the spirit of individualism and personal independence 
weakened and all but disappeared*
The extent of the aftermath would defy all limitation* The 
political, social, economic, moral, and cultural repercussions were . 
drastically felt in the depression period of the late twenties and 
thirties* The general upheaval toppled the traditional heritages 
of the past century and from the disorder came demands heretofore 
unknown in the history of American government* Pleas for 
additional services, outright subsidies, economic and social 
seourity, all contributed to the establishment of new administrative 
agencies, with multifarious boards, bureaus, and commissions* The 
federal scheme changed frost a position of a protective state into 
a "Social Service State.M To the people, the state changed from an 
instrument of national expression into an agency for safeguarding
-3-
general welfare#
This transformation in the function of the state has re­
sulted In a challenging of the adequacy of the present Institutions* 
The rapid assumption of these new obligations has offered problems 
which are rooking our democratic ship from stem to stern* Dr* Paul 
T* Stafford, commenting upon state governments, remarksi "That 
this traditional pattern of the state government has become in­
creasingly incapable of bearing the burdens which modern conditions 
forced the states to assume, no one can seriously den?.
The difficulty with which the modern state is trying to 
cope with these new assignments has caused students of state 
government to Issue very critical reports concerning its organisa­
tion* It is not, however, the authorfs intention to present an 
acid-etching of the entire state structure but rather an attempt 
shall be made to offer a statistical report on the present 
legislative order of Montana* The writer holds no brief for 
revolutionary reform nor for a critical analysis of the present 
order except eherein the facts apparently justify a constructive 
recommendation*
In order to offer a substitute program for a possible 
rectification of defects the author has constructed such an 
organisation for the pleasure of any frontier thinker and for 
the edification of any progressive student of political science*
* Annals of the American Aoadcmy of Political and Social 
Science, (Philadelphia), Vol. January 19&&, p. 200
CHAPTER XI
BICAMERAL ORIGIH M B  PRACTICE
Perhaps Professor Maxey is correct# “The modem legis­
lature Is in a very speeial sense democracy* s gift to the 
iworld. * xt is true that delegated groups of people met long
before the English principle of represeatation was established
but they lacked a specific classification until the Aristotelian
idea of the three-fold separation of powers was expressed in
the Constitution of the United States.
The origin of the modern represent a tire system may be
found In the folkmoots of the Northmen, Saxons, Angles, and
other Teutonic peoples after they had mowed into England from
Zthe north during the eighth century* It is from these 
witeaagemots, councils of wise mem, after a period of drastic 
evolution, that England permitted a representative assembly 
and thereby gained for herself the title of “mother of parlia­
ments.*^ The establishment of the first real representative 
parliament did not tshe place until during the thirteenth 
century**
The first assembly was not a representative body In tbs
* Chester 0* Maxey, The American Problem of Government,
F* S. Crofts and Co., N. T. IMf, p.
* Congressional Digest, Vol. Id, Aug-Sept. 1937, p. 199
^ dames W. Garner, Political Seisaos and Government, ia* 
erloan Book Co* 1* T., 192$, p. $96 '*
* Congressional Digest, Op* Oit*, p, 199
terminology of today, The movement mao started by Simon do Mont-
fort, Bari of Leicester, In 1264 when because of tarn oppressions
he led idie Barone In an uprising against Hug Henry 1X1, Onoe
successful the Barons quarrelled among themselves over the spoils
of victory* Again Simon de Montfort led the nay mid promised a
parliamentary government if his revolt sere successful. Be in-
stituted a parliament in 1265.*
For the next score of years the plan worked with fair
success* In 1295 King Bdward I brought forth an advance in the
representative principle. Be called two knights from each ©hire,
elected by freeholders at the shire courts| and two burgesses
2from the cities, elected by fellow oltisane. The clergy
occupied a special place in the guidance and supervision of all 
assemblages with the result that the parliaments were really trt~ 
camera1, representing the three estates-— nobility, commons, and 
clergy*®
The association of the nobles with the clergy soon gave the 
lords an air of divinity so that by the fourteenth oentury the 
division into the two houses was complete— the Bouse of Commons 
and the House of Lords.* But neither group really had any 
legislative power* rather they served to supply suggestions and
* Congressional Digest, p. 199 
Z Ibid
® Gamer, Op. Cit», p. 696 
4 Ibid
— £»
to ratify the decrees of the monarch* "***it did little more 
than to receive petitions, consider grievances, and make Its 
wishes known to the crown, i&ieh m s  the legal repository of all 
legislative power*
In 1649 Oliver Cromwell busied himself with disturbing the 
staid English order by beheading the King, Charles 1, and by 
abolishing the cfflee of the King and the House of Lords* in 
plaoe of the latter he ordered a oouneil of state composed of 
forty-one members appointed by himself* this group m s  to sit
9as a one-house legislature*
The problems of the state soon foreed the modest "Lord Pro­
tector* to dissolve Parliament in 1659* He promptly appointed the 
famous "Barebones Parliament*^ of 140 members which in turn duly 
surrendered its powers to Cromwell, The next step for the usurper 
m s  to disband the form of parliamentary government and to put 
in its place an independent council, a "gospel ministry, * of 
twenty-one members appointed by the "Protector* for life* Two 
years later he Junked the entire set-ups "I do dissolve this 
Parliament* •« and let God be Judge between you and me"* and 
resorted to military rule*
* Garner, Op* Ctt*, p. 600
* Congressional Digest, Op, Cit*, p. 199
* J* A* R, Marriott, Second Chambers, Oxford at the Clarendon 
Press, 1910, p. 33
* John R, Green, England, peter Fenelon Collier, 1698,
Vol. Ill, p. 318
Ifhat follow# 1# academic Information* Cromwell die#} hi# 
incapable son Riohard resigns hi# inherited post} and the "Merry 
Monarch," Charles Stuart II, ascended to the throne in 1660, 
Parliament comes back into it# own when the Ihigs succeed in 
passing the Habeas Corpus Act* the restoration of the Stuarts 
"was something wore than a restoration of the Monarchy} it was 
a restoration of Parliament* dames II, following Charles II, 
glees way to the Revolution of 1688 and to William of Orange and 
Mary.
"The Declaration of Rights was turned into a Bill of 
lights by the Convent!cm, which had now become a Parlia­
ment, and the passing of this measure in 1688 restored to 
the monarchy the character which it had lost under the 
Tudors and the Stuarts* The right of the people through 
its representatives to depose the Ring, to change the 
order of succession, and to set on the throne idiom they 
would, was now established. All claim of Divine Right or 
hereditary right independent of the law m s  formally pit 
am end to by the election of William and Mary. Since their 
day no Snglish sovereign has been able to advance any claim 
to the crown save a claim which rested on a particular 
clause in a particular Act of Parliament."*
"The supreme power was gradually transferred from the 
Crowa to the louse of Commons, Step by step Parliament 
drew nearer to a solution of the political problem of hew 
to make its will the administrative action without itself 
undertaking the task of administration."*'
The Restoration marks the triumph of an aristocratic
parliamentary government, However, "Only special and privilege
classes were represented in the Parliament and the constitution
of England did not become in any sense democratic, until the
* Marriott, Op. git., p. 63
* Green, Op. Cit,, pp. 49-60, Yol. IY 
3 Green, Op. Clt., p. 340, Vol. Ill
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by requiring the concurrence of taro distinct bodies in schemes of 
usurpation or perfidy, where the ambition or corruption of one 
would otherwise be sufficient."
And thus it was, through "a series of fortunate accidents** 
and a faithful allegiance to their English heritage of political 
science, that our oolonial fathers provided a constitutional 
government which though "•.•native; bears in every limb and every 
feature traces of its psrentagew — the English parliamentary form* 
That these learned gentleman devised a system of two-house legis­
lation is a self-evident fact and one with which the author picks 
no quarrel* The development of social circumstances with its in­
creased demand for an extension of federal services would cause 
even an extreme liberal to join with Luce in that a "Structural 
change of the national government in our time being practically 
out of the question***
"It thus seems evident that the representative system in 
America had its origin in the peculiar circumstances in which the
gearly colonies were placed.*^
* Maxey, Op# Cit., p* 216
* Marriott, Op. Cit*, p* 6 
8 I M d » p - 91
dt Bobert Luce, Congress, Harvard Univ. Press, Cambridge, 
1926, p. 139
5 W« G. Morey, Asm* Amer. Acad* Pol. So* So., Vol. IV, 
1893, p* 210
CHAPTER IJX
STATE COTBRIMESTS
When the states ratified the Constitution and when new
states were admitted to the Union they had only to guarantee %
%republiean form of government" with no restrictions upon the 
structure of the government* "The organisation of the national 
legislature in two houses in ITS? has helped to maintain the 
two-chambered legislative organisation in the statesj although 
in the state legislatures there has not been the definite reason 
for organisation in two houses which exists in the federal system**® 
By the time of the Revolution all of the states had bicameral 
legislatures with the exception of Pennsylvania (1776-1790), Georgia 
.(1777-1789)* and Vermont (1777-1836).3 "in the states later ad­
mitted to the Union, the plan was followed as a result of more or 
less conscious imitation of the older states, or of the national 
Congress, but with little of the justification whioh existed in 
earlier oasesj in part it has been perpetuated through unquestion­
ing adherence to the ancient formula of divided powers and checks 
and balances*"*
Whatever the reason for the aeeepted structure, the bicameral 
system became part and parcel of the system of representative
* Baited States Constitution, Art* IV. Section 4 
2 Walter F. Dodd, State Government, Century Co* K* Y* 1928,
p. 141
5 Sii* p* 141
4 Offi ft Ray. Introduction to Amorioon Goverxmont. Cantui?
Co. H, Y. 1928, p. VFi------------- -------------
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government in the United States* Of recent year# or "within the 
present century there have appeared a disposition to question the 
efficacy of living two houses in the state legislature* •" Several 
movements have been laade in the direction of a single-house 
legislature— a movement which sems to be popular with the central­
isation trend and with the popular prayer for economy in government 
and its administration* Nebraska was the first of the states to 
give the Idea root in 1934 but the trend was felt in Oregon in
21912* Oklahoma in 1914* Arizona in 1916* and in Kansas in 1913*
The first in over a hundred years* the Hebraska "Senate** pro­
duced an awakening in 21 states where some 41 similar measures were
3introduced during the 1937 sessions*
This tendency has not been limited to the United States for
some sixty nations of the world conduct their governments with
tr icaaeral legislatures and eight of the nine provinces of Canada*
Quebec being the exception, employ the one-ohambered representative
government,* Since the Great War more than one-half of the modern
states of Europe have established single-house legislatures and a#
Brecently as 1928 Wove Scotia dispensed with her seeond chamber.
* Bates & Field, State Government, Harper & Bros, W. T.,
1928, p. 136
2 Dodd, Op. Cit. p. 142
$ "Unicameralism In Practise*, The Debaters* Digest. East 
Orange, 1* J,* Vol. II* Ho, 7* October 1957, p. 46
* Americana, Encyclopedia, Americana Corp. Chicago, 1936,
voi, I?/ p/ u r ~
^ "Shall We Adopt The One-House legislature", The Debaters* 
Digest, Bast Orange, H, J.# Vol. II* Ho. 6, Sept. 1$57, p. 27
Even in "Mother England* the Parliament Act of 1911 curtailed the 
upper house until "the British House of Lords has been finally so 
shorn of its power as practically to leave a unicameral legislature 
for the British Bnplre.
The experience ©f the one-house legislature In the United
States is not without encouragement. In Vermont, the last to turn
to bicameralism (1856), B. B* Carrol* found that its membership
was too large and unstablei that the town basis did not grant
proper representation; and that the body had a suspensory veto 
power which was abused. The real eause for the abandonment of the
single chamber, by a questionable vote of 116 to 113, was the 
Executive Counoil, or the Council of Censors* which with the Gov­
ernor fought the enactments of the legislature** Apparently* 
the defect lay in the placement of powers and duties and not with 
the structure of the legislature. From the point of economic 
consideration Carrol found that the first ten years of the bi­
cameral system in Vermont were 51.2$ and 35.9# higher* the public 
and the private laws respectively* than the last ten years of the 
unicameral system.*
"The troubled political conditions in Pennsylvania from
* J. D. Barnett* "Bicameral System In State Legislation"*
Am# Pol. So* Rev#* Vol. 9* 1916* p# dfi©
* B. B. Carrol* Unicameral Legislature of Vermont, Vermont 
Historical Society Proceedings, 1933* p* 66
8 TV*. A —. *Tn
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1?76 to 1790 414 not encourage other states to try the experi­
ment of a' single chamber.**
3ueh comparisons may be questioned for the services and the 
funotions of government change very drastically over sueh a 
period of years# The new plan in Nebraska, however# reduo eel the 
legislative ©oats fro® #219,084*89 in 1933 to 3146,989*30 In 
193?*^ this savings m s  effooted during a time when conditions 
and serviees could hardly aoeount for the difference*
*fhe experience with unicameral legislative bodies In 
American states came at an early period in our governmental 
experience and has little value in its bearing upon the present 
proposal to adopt single-ohambered legislatures*
Many students of political science find a stimulation in 
the encouragement offered by Robert Luos in his writings of 192#«
"It may be that only radical alteration of our 
present representative system can meet the new sit­
uation* The suggestion does not impeach the wisdom 
of the m m  who framed our Constitution, Per the 
conditions of the time that instrument was a miracle 
of sagacity. The conditions have changed#**
Vietcr J* West writing of *0ar Legislative 1111s* in 1923 was
not so optimistic t *—  he would be a bold prophet who would
* Podd, Op* Cit* p* 141
* L* B* Aylaworth, *Sebraskavs Unicameral Legislature Saves 
Money for Taxpayers*, Rational Municipal Review* ¥ol. 27, no* 10 
October 1938, p* 492
* Dodd, Op. Cit. p. 146
* Luoa, Op. Cit. pp. 137-138
-15-
prodiot the establishment in its plaee of a unicameral body within
?the next generation. * But within the eourse of little more then
e decade Nebraska aotually established sueh a system— a system
based well upon Samuel Orth1 a Judgment of 1904* "Our theory of
legislation by representation is not wrong, but our practice of
ethe theory is anti 9a a ted* * la the by and large ".••there have
been increasing indieati one of a oonsoiousness that the bicameral 
legislature has little or no place in a genuinely democratic and 
effective scheme of state government. * 8 gi&d along with this tread 
it is only fitting and proper that a strict inventory be taken of 
our legislative stoekj if it is outmoded, then an adjustment is 
surely in order*
*Vietor J* West, "Our Legislative Wills," National Municipal
Review, National Mua. League, Vol. 12, July 1925, p. £f$
2Samuel P* Orth, "Our State Legislatures," Atlantic Monthly
Vol. 94, 1904, p. 739
50gg & lay, Op. Cit., p* 680
CHAPTER IV
ARGCMmts wmonim B i c m m & u m
Hiat thou are the arguments, other than tradition, 'which 
hare given support to the bicameral principle? Professor Garner 
concisely lists the most commonly accepted reasons for maintains 
ing the bifurcated system*
Bicameralism offers*
1) a check upon hasty legislation
2) a guarantee against tyranny
3) a convenient means of representation
By considering each of these in brief It would seem possible to 
draw some fair conclusions* A few general surveys have been made 
in the individual states but the problem has not been worked on 
in a national scale. Hence, a summary of published practices 
will shed light on the issues at hand*
Taking the arguments in order, bicameralism provides a check 
upon hasty legislation*
&• L* Colvin* made a survey of the 1910 Hew York legislature 
and reports that of the 1036 bills passed fey the Senate, only 69 
were rejected by the lower chamber* and of the 1120 bills passed 
by the lower house, only 161 were rejected by the Senate* The 
revelation is also made that of the 967 bills which were passed
t* Ogg & Ray, 0£*_ Cit* reporting on Colvinvs study, p. 676
-17-
by both houses, 505 went unamended by the second body bub that 
58 bills were recalled by the house In which they originated.
In Illinois* a surrey shows that in 1819 the lower house 
nullified twenty-five per cent of the bills which were introduced 
Into the Senate and that the Senate killed only nine per cent of 
the bills coming to it. A later study in 1921 found the per­
centages to be forty-fire and eleven, respectively.
A report of the Wisconsin legislative record in 1919 
reveals that each house defeated about thirteen per cent of the 
bills coming from the other branch. Strangely enough a 1921 
report gave both chambers a veto index of seventeen per cent.
Dorothy Sohaffter reports that, in a study over a period 
of fifteen years, the Iowa Senate defeated approximately forty- 
nine per cent of its own bills and that the House took the same 
action upon about fifty-two per cent of Its own measures. She 
further indicates that the Senate defeated about thirteen per cent 
of all the bills which were introduced into the House and that the 
House retaliated with negative action on about the same percentage. 
She also found that about thirty-seven per cent of the Senate 
bills became law while about thirty-four per cent of the House 
bills were finally entered in the statute books.
* Ogg & Kay, Op. Cit. reporting on Colvin*s study, p. 676 
2 Ogg A Bay, Op. Cit, 676
2 Dorothy Sohaffter, The Bicameral System in Practice. 
Doctor's Thesis, State Histories!' Iowa City, 1928
-18-
Hiss Sohaffter in her Boo tor * s thesis on #?he Bicameral 
System in Practice** draws the following conclusions after her in­
tensive study of the Iowa legislature, a uppl oriented by reports on 
bicameral operations In Hew fork, Wisconsin, Illinois, Hew Mexico, 
and California;
Conclusions; **The Bicameral System in Practice**^
1* Each house defeated more than one-seventh of 
all the Mils introduced in the other house*
Z* laeh house defeated less than one-third of the
bills which were passed by the chamber in which 
they originated and sent to the other house for
consideration*
3, Each chamber defeated about one-half of all 
the bills which its own members initiated— a
fifty per cent unicameral check*
4* Each house passed more than one-third of all 
the bills introduced in the other house*
6* Baoh house passed seven?-tenths of all bills 
which were passed by the chamber in which they 
originated and sent to the other chamber for
consideration.
6* About one-fourth of all bills introduced in 
the two houses and passed by the house in which 
they were originated were passed by the second 
chamber in the same f orm in which they were re­
ceived from the chamber of origin, indicating no 
positive cheek by the second chamber*
?• About nine per cent of all bills introduced 
in the two houses and passed by the house in 
which they were originated were passed by the 
second house following amendment by the second 
chamber, indicating a definite constructive check 
on the legislation of the first chamber*
8. Of all the bills passed by one liouse and re­
ceived in the second house, more than one-fourth
(continued)
pp. 95-8?
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were defeated, less then one-sixth were emended 
and passed, end mere than one-half were passed 
without ohange* This indicates that almost one- 
half of all bills received from the first house 
were subjected to action definitely bicameral in 
nature, and it Is quite possible that many of 
the bills passed without alteration were actually 
oonsldered with ears by the second chamber*
9. the bioameral principle of revision and cheek 
was actually operative in the ease of slightly less 
than one-fourth of all the bills introduced in the 
Iowa General Assembly {sessions 38 to 42 inclusive) 
in so far as it is possible to measure revision 
and check by the number of amended and defeated 
bills*
10* Of all the bills introduced in the Senate and 
in the House, about one-third contain new subject 
matter and two-thirds propose changes in the exist­
ing law.
11* throughout the period under consideration, the 
Senate defeated and amended on the average about five 
per oent more bills sent to it from the other ehamber 
than did the Bouse of Representative* # The Senate
was to that extent more critical as a seoond ehamber.
12. In the ease of both the Senate and the House, 
almost one-half of the bills passed and sent to the 
second chamber for consideration had been previously 
amended by the house in which they originated. This 
would seem to indicate that neither house takes ad­
vantage of the bioameral opporturi ty to shift respon­
sibility.*
IS* Both the Senate and the House showed a marked 
tendency to amend the same bills, and to defeat 
amended, rather than unamended, bills received from 
the other house^ indicating considerable unanimity 
of opinion as to the desirability of proposed 
statutes*
14* Both in the amendment of its c m  bills and of 
these sent to it by the ether house, the Senate
* Miss Sohafftervs report of lows must be viewed with an 
understanding that Iowa is predominately a one-party state and 
that political party strategy may not be such a factor In gumming 
the actions of the legislature.
-JK>~
14* continued. enacted more amendments of * 
technical nature, and the House enacted more 
amendments changing the content of the Bill*
This practice in Iowa illustrates the possi­
bility of different types of consideration 
being applied to proposed measures in a bi­
cameral system*
With few exceptions, the conclusion of Professors Ogg
and Ray, sees most applicable! "At the very least, therefore, it
say be said that these figures constitute no very impressive
argument for the retention of the bicameral system on the ground
that one chamber exercises a wholesome oheok upon the legislative
-1output of the other* *
The exercise of the executive veto power, granted in all the
states except Worth Carolina, 2 has proved to be more of a cheek
than the different deliberations of the chambers*
*fFrequently measures pass one house which are 
never expected to become law and probably would not 
pass if there was a serious likelihood that they 
would reach the statute books* they are passed with 
the expectation that they will be defeated In the 
other house or vetoed by the governor* * **
In Hew York {1910) 240 measures were vetoed by the governor
and city authorities,* or in other words twenty-five per cent were
nullified after they had passed both houses*** In 1911, in the
$same state, 2S2 vetoes were effected by executive authorities*
2 Ogg & Ray, Op* Clt*, pp, 6Yb-677
2 Bates and Field, Op* Clt*, p* 164
3 Dorothy Sohaffter, Op* Pit*, p* 73
4 "Acts effecting particular oitles may, under the Hew York 
constitution, be accepted or rejeoted by the oity authorities** Ogg
k Bay, Op* Pit*, ff* p* 676
6 Dorothy Sohaffter, Op* Clt*, p. 74
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triumphed over the executive opposition. Even in the now single*
Congressional Digest, Op. Clt,
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explained on page eight, the bicameral system in the United States 
m s  popularised on the basis of representation* "As a general 
rule," writes William Morey, "the division grew out of the dis­
tinction already existing in the assemblies between the magistrates 
(i*e* the governor and assistants) and the deputies. ”1 Carried 
into the Constitutional Convention the double chamber was the re­
sult of the Connecticut Compromise and thereby established the 
pattern for state representative legislatures*
Arthur Holcombe declared that "•..the bicameral system 
facilitates the maintenance of the balance of power between city 
and county." In some instances this assumption may seem valid 
but upon a close scrutiny, especially in Montana, Hew Jersey, 
Maryland, and South Carolina— where the Senators are representa­
tives of a county— the cities suffer a laok of representation in 
the higher house.**
Quite true, as explained by Chief Justice Spencer, ”fThe
Senate was intended as the guardian of our property generally and
aespecially of the landed interests, the yeomanry of the State.•* 
The Opportunities for advancement for anyone with sufficient
1 W. C. Morey, Op. Clt* p. 213
2 Arthur N. Holcombe, State Government in the United States, 
Macmillan Co., 1920, p* 24$' T1 ' "" ,Tr ’ ~ ' .r "
* Bates and Field, Op. Cit., p* 139
4 W. F. Willoughby, The Government of Modem States, Appleton- 
Century Co. H. T., 1936, p. 338
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CHAPTER V
OBJECT!OHS TO BICAMERALISM
It is well i» offering criticisms of any legislative
structure not to lose sight of the many "contributions and in*
dustrial reforms wMch state and Federal legislative bodies have
1made during the last century*" But in order to be fair in an 
evaluation of an existing scheme it is necessary to focus the 
search light of criticism idierever defects appear to exist* If 
objections are found, then intelligence demands that adjustments 
and alterations he made*
In the matter at hand, many of the arguments for bloomer** 
a lima appear to weaken in the surveys of actual operations* The 
coaon disadvantages and defeotv of such a system are as followst 
In bioameralism there is«
1) a diffusion of legislative responsibility
2) an apparent extravagance
3) an obstruction, delay and a preferential representation 
In considering the lack of responsibility! The size of the
lower houses varies from Delaware with 35 members to New Hampshire 
with 419. The average house has from 100 to 150 members* The 
Senates are smaller} in Arisons and Delaware the upper chamber has 
17 members, in Minnesota the number is 67* The average memberships
* Haines and Haines, Op* Pit*, p* 332
for the Sonatas are about 35**
No groat amount of logic need be employed to reaoh the 
oonolusion that the membership is too large for a responsible 
representation* It is entirely too convenient for eaeh member 
to delegate his individual responsibility to the ohamber as a 
whole thereby rendering himself innocent of perhaps otherwise 
indicting charges*
*Our legislatures have been needlessly large 
and unwieldy in an effort to give them a broadly 
representative basis* it being mistakenly supposed 
that there is a direct connection between the else 
of the body and its representative character* If 
the people are sufficiently represented in the 
lower branch of Congress under a system which gives 
but one representative to more than two hundred 
thousand Inhabitants* it would seem that our state 
legislatures would not suffer in their represents- g 
tive character by a considerable reduction in slseg****
Along with a large membership and a general irresponsibility 
of individuals, the effectiveness of lobbying and partisan activ­
ities have increased until “This extremely variable factor of 
party oontrol and leadership may have much to do with the effect­
iveness of the bicameral system* * 3 Dodd Declaresi *fhe lobby is 
almost as important in legislation as the two houses and the 
governor.*
1 Maxey, Op. Cit., p. 231
* Ogg A Hay, Op* Cit., p. 680
3 Sohaffter, Op* Cit., p. 102
* Dodd, Op* Clt*, p. 200
-27-
It is hardly necessary to expose abuses and corruptions 
on this score for their existence Is a regrettable part of com- 
man knowledge* Suffice it, therefore, that the size of the 
legislatures, as a whole, is larger than necessary for represent­
ing their constituents and that this size is a cloak under which 
responsibilities may readily be shed.
The element of extravagance: This may be closely related
to the size factor* The quarters, supplies, clerical aids, per 
diem costs, and mileage are only a few of the items affected*
The financial benefits accruing to the representatives are not 
sufficient to arouse public Interest but taken collectively the 
expenses of the total are unduly high. Nebraska* found that her 
first unicameral legislature reduoed operating costs $52,938.65 
or 24*17 per cent* Such a report is not in keeping with the con­
duct of the bicameral legislatures for the same period of time 
when government costs have been increasing in nearly all directions*
Tihat has been expressed in the preceding pages will offer 
support to the contention that the bifurcated assemblies offer 
many obstructions, and delays in the legislative currents* Just 
how often these are beneficial and how often detrimental only 
subjective opinions can reveal. Many of the obstructions. If such 
they may be called, may be the instruments of special privilege 
exercised by an organised minority. The development of pressure 
groups and their activities upon the uninformed or the indifferent
1 U  K. Aylswjrth, «0ni<*.«ral S.vas M « w y %  Op. Clt. p. 402
-28-
members have produced marked effects in the majority of the 
assemblages*
Another channel through whioh modern polities floes Is the 
cemittee system* The eoraaitteea vary greatly In number and in 
size* The 1321 Illinois Senate had forty-three standing com­
mittees with only fifty-one members is the senate* California 
usually has forty senate ©omraittess and its senate membership is 
the same number* These and kindred illustrations prompted Profes­
sor Dodd to remark that *In most state legislative bodies there 
are too many committees, and the committees are too large." *
He continues, in explanations *It has been possible to maintain 
a cumbersome ooKmittee system in most state legislatures only 
because of the fact that many committees are useless and an- 
necessary* "
It Is in the committee system that party strategy receives 
its major play* The placement upon committees and the balance of 
power therein is an advantageous reward for party popularity*
Hot all states grant -the committee appointments without some check 
but with the majority party in power the checks are merely a 
formality* •The powers of committees vary materially under the 
rules of the different states, but in general committees have 
large powers, and are able to defeat bills referred to them, not
1 Podd, Op. Git, p. 188 
* Ibid. P. 188
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"For fomt of government lot fools oontest 
fhst vhieh Is boat administered is best*
1 0* C* I’axoy, Quoting Alexander Pope* Op* Cit*, p. 408
CHAPTER VI
MONTANA LEGISLATIVE RECORD
Introduction
The information in the succeeding ohapters treating with 
the record of the Montana legislature, its personnel, and a digest 
of expert opinion is the result of an intensive study upon legis­
lative records* The research was conducted, in part, by the author 
in the Secretary cf State* a office where courteous cooperation made 
possible access to the original records and the results were veri­
fied by the state office*
The data on the personnel and expert opinion of the 1939 
legislature, which includes many legislators In previous sessions, 
were obtained through the medium of a questionnaire directed to 
the legislators at their of fieial residence* The response was in* 
deed generous in that 62 out of 102 or 60 per cent of the House 
members answered the questionnaire* Thirty-two Senators or 6? 
per cent of the 56 responded to the questions, and like the repre­
sentatives, they made valuable additional comments upon legisla­
tive operation*
Of the House members who responded 38 were Democrats and 
27 Republicans* The Senate reports were sent in by 12 Democrats 
and 20 Republicans*
The percentage of replies was encouraging but was not a- 
chleved without determined effort. Three separate letters dated 
on November, 10, 1939, March 4, 1940, and April 29, 1940 were
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Montana's legislative record of the past five years includ- 
lag three sessions, from 1935 to 1939 inclusive, does not differ 
greatly from the published experiences of other states* Perhaps 
because of her size, diversified interests, rural-urban complex, 
and special influential groups the record is somewhat an extension 
of the trends previously reported*
The Montana legislature is composed of 102 Representatives 
and 55 Senators. The House membership is determined upon the 
county population and the Senate has one member from eaoh county* 
(See chart I and II, on the following pages*) With an offieial 
population (1930) of 531,000 persons, soatiered over an area of 
145,997 square miles, the average legislator is one for every 
3,300 persons* If one-third of these are children, then the state 
soloms represent, individually, only 2,200 adults* When first 
organised the Senate was composed of 15 members and the House 
numbered 55 representatives*
The State Constitution provides for the qualifieations t **Ne 
perscm shall be a representative who shall not have attained the 
age of twenty-on# years, or a Senator who shall not have attained 
the age of twenty-four years, and who shall not be a citizen of 
the United States, and who shall not (for at least twelve months 
next preceding his election) have resided within the county or 
district in which he shall be elected
* Montana Constitution, Article V, lection S
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S T A T E  P U B L IS H IN G  C O M P A N Y  
H e le n a
SCOBEY
•  CHINOOKCUT BANK L I B E R T Y HAVRE •
•  MALTA•LIBBY CHESTER WOLF POINT
MM•  KALISPELL •  CONRAD
CHOTEAU •  FORT BENTONL  A
POLSON
THOMPSON FALLS CIRCLE •
GREAT FALLS
JORDAN
WIBAUXSTANFORD P E T R O L E U M
•  LEWISTOWN^ M I N E R A L
W/NNETT
•  MISSOULA P O W E L L  
— i M U S S  E L S H  E L LHELENA
G O L D E N  I 
V A L L E YWHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS •  ROUNDUP FORSYTHHYSHAMTOWNSEND W H E A T L A N DHAMILTON BOULDER RYEGATEB R O A D W A T E RANACONDA ' t r e a s u r e ]  R O S E B U DY E L L O W S T O N E/o
S W E E T  G R A S SJ E F F E R S O NL O O G E f W r r f  
S I L V E R  Lf ^^BOW G A L L A T I N •  HARDIN[ S T I L L W A T E R  I  BILLINGS
LIVINGSTON f]COLUMBUS
b r o a d u s
C A R B O N
DILLON • VIRGINIA CITY
RED LODGE
A review of the legislative personnel is interesting* In
193? the Senate had a membership of 21 farmers, 8 lawyers, 6 ran-
chers, and others divided into memberships ranging from 2 dentists
to a laundryman. in the same year the House enrolled 27 farmers,
12 ranchers, 9 lawyers, and 8 merchants, with the others split in
I 4vocations from a music teacher to a nJack-o£-all-tracios.n
In 1939 the Senate roster included 16 farmers, 10 lawyers,
8 ranchers, ? merchants, 4 men of medicine, and others of the 
trades and crafts professions* the House membership was made up 
of 21 ranchers, 1? farmers, 8 lawyers, 7 miners, 3 bankers with 
the others well scattered in a wide range of employment,
Ifetry legislators have listed themselves in double occupa­
tions, the majority of whom claim a close relationship to some 
form of agricultural pursuit, Also, the definition of the term 
nranchK makes possible a high degree of flexibility In olasslfi- 
eati on,
the political party affilitation of the past several years 
has given the Democratic group a majority and which placed the 
legislature in' the same political party as the state executive.
In 193? the Senate was formed of 29 Democrats and 27 Republicans 
while the House included 81 Democrats and 21 Republicans*
In 1989 the political line-up likewise favored the admin­
istration party; the Senate consisted of 31 Democrats and
1Rules of the Senate and the House (193?)
28 Bepublloans, while the House membership numbered 88 Democrats 
and 44 Bepublloans.
Perhaps political creed is of secondary importance in the 
election of legislators, however, it may have a marked.effect In 
the organization and the committee appointments which result.
131th a unity of power in both houses it would appear likely that 
harmonious conduct would be experienced in the legislative processes. 
But attendance of legislative operation as it takes place oh the 
floor of the houses would lead one to believe that once the assembly 
is organized the complexion of political affiliation loses its 
distinctiveness•
Since the legislators are elected from counties it seems 
that most of them must rely more upon their personal prestige than 
upon party membership to win an election. National partisan. Issues 
do not figure greatly in the selection of local representatives.
2he questionnaire method was employed to determine the 
formal educational credentials of the 1939 legislators. Sixty- 
two or 60 per cent of the House members responded and the fol­
lowing tabulation reveals the results*
House Members « College graduates............20
Attended c o l l e g e . «.......13
High School graduates*......*13
Attended High School ........ .1 0
Attended common school.•».... 5
Ho reply.**.**...*........... 1
total 62
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any speoial nature are often called "college” oourses and those 
who take them find a certain pride in speaking of their oollegiate 
experiences*
There is an active feeling among legislature and perhaps 
with considerable justification that formal training is no pre­
requisite for successful legislative service but eaoh aspirant for 
re-election places no small amount of emphasis upon the benefits 
of previous legislative experience* The questionnaire offers an 
interesting supply of data upon this matter as it existed in the 
1939 legislature* The report does not include the session servioe 
in the 1939 assembly*
House Members* Ho previous experience***.**«***«27 
One session experience*•*•••*••**14 
Two session experience*«••*••..**10 
Three session experience......... 7
Four session experience****.*•«** 3 
Over ten session experience**.... 1
. total 62
Senate Members * No previous experi isnce••«****••** *4 
One session experience*••••*•**«**7
Two session experience*•*.•**••••*4
Three session experience*.**•«**.*5 
Four session experience;••*****•**2 
Five session experience**.......*.4
Six session experience*.•••**.*•*.3 
Seven session experience**•**.•*«*! 
Ten*session experience*.*J........1
Over ten session experience**•*.**1
. . total 32
It is readily apparent that the Senate members had more 
legislative experienoe but this must be viewed with an understanding
-40-
that thoy are elected for four years while the House members are 
elected each two years* Approximately 45 per cent of the House 
members reported no previous experience* Another explanation for 
the higher experience in the upper house may be due to the practice 
of elevating House members to the Senatorial posts when opportun­
ities permit*
A point worthy of passing mention is the lack of tenure for 
legislators* The House is deficient in having a membership of 
well seasoned legislators* Of those reporting 51 have served in 
only two sessions or less before 1939 and this number is just 50 
per oent of the total membership with 27 having no previous legis­
lative experience* The Senate shows a better trend but hardly 
indicative enough to lead to any happy career in the legislative 
chambers*
On the basis of this study it seems logical to conclude, how- 
ever, that Montana solons compare favorably in legislative ex­
perience with those in other states* In 1S37 more than 58 per cent 
of all the state lawmakers had had legislative experience before 
the last session in which they participated.*
In the 1939 Montana assembly no women were included in the 
Senate listings and only three were given a membership in the 
House*
The average age for House members of those answering the 
questionnaire was 50 years while the Senate members who reported
* H. W. Toll, "Today*s Legislatures”, The Annals of The American 
Academy of Political and Social Science* Vol. 195,’ January 1938," p* 7
averaged 53 years, fhis seems to be quite in tine with the con- 
elusions drawn hy Borothy Sohaffter after her extensive survey of 
the matter la several states 5 *•*•there seems to he no way of • ■t
considering the statistics given /to prove that-the Senate and the 
House are essentially different in their make-up* in so far as 
age of th« manbas-s is oo«oeraea,«i ...
^ Dorothy Sohaffter^ Op. Pit., ]?»’$?
LEGISLATIVE • OPERATION.
The cost of the Montana legislative sessions has increased 
quite consistently from $177,518 in 1921 to a peak of $207,290 in 
1939* (See chart III on the following page}* This increase has 
not been the result of an enlarged membership nor due to an in* 
crease in the remuneration for legislative services &ut rather due 
to an expansion of legislative surveys necessary to satisfy the 
demands of the constituents*
Montana is not alone in' the increased expenditure for legis­
lative purposes and her regular costs are not apparently out of 
lino with the legislatures of other states* {See chart IV on the 
succeeding page*) Henry W* Toll, writing on legislative trends,
i
declares: nIn recognition of the increasingly intricate and
technical nature of problems upon which legislatures ore required 
to act, more machinery is being installed to provide accurate In-
iformation for a number of state assemblies;.
In complying with popular demand the legislative mill has 
steadily increased its production of legislation* The session 
books reveal that the 1931 legislature brought into being 199 lawsj 
in 1933 the solons fathered 191 statutory amendments or new aotsj 
in 1935 they produced 126 lawsf 212 were put on the books in 19371 
and 243 laws were added to the rule and order in Montana as a 
result of the 1939 session*
1 H. W. Toll, Op* Clt*, p. 10
(3hart IH) -43-
CGSTS’OF LEGISLATIVE SESSIONS 1
1921-1939
1921... 4  177,518.00
1923.........  169,718.00
1925.......... 178,490.00
1927........ 178,443.00
*1929.......... 183,761.93
*1931.......... 191,112.53
*1933.......... 179,956.84
*1935.......... 192,074.01
**1937.......... 205,085.91
***1939.......... 207,290.00
#210,000. 
200,000. —
190.000. |—  —
180.000. —    .
170.000.   H “|
160.000.
150.000.
140.000.
130.000. i
120.000. I
110.000.
100,000. 1 1 1 1  I I I 1 1 _____
1921 *23 *25 ’27 »29 '3i »33 *35 *37 »39
1 Montana Taxpayer, Vol. II, No. 3, December 1936
* Communications from Secy, of State, November 6, 1935
** Montana Taxpayer, Vol. II, No. 4, March 1937
*** Estimated cost, Montana Taxpayer, Vol. II, No. 11, March 1939
(Ch*rt IT) u
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State
Alabutt
Arises*
ArkansasCalifornia
Colorado
Oenmeehieut
Delaware
Florida
GeorgiaIdaho
IllinoisIndiana
Iowa
Kanaa*
Kentucky
Louisiana
MaineMaryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
MontanaJUbraeka
levada
low Hampshire
loir Jersey
low Moxico
low York
lorth Carolina
lorth Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Orogon
Pennsylvania
Rhodo I aland
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tonnoaaoo
Tomas
Utah
Varment
VirginiaWashington
loot Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Salaries 
Regular session
# 4* par dif
8. por day 
1,000*— 2 yoaro
2.400.— 2 yoaro 
1,000*— I yoaro 
500*— 2 yoaro 
10* par day
6. por day 
7* por day 
$* par doy 
8,800*— 8 yoaro 
10* par day 
1,000*— 2 yoaro 
5* par day 
10* par day 
10* par day 
600.— 2 yoaro 
5* par day
2.000. por year 
$• par day1.000.-2 yoaro 
IjOOOs— 2 years 
5# par day10* par day 
1744.18— 2 yoaro 
10 * por day 
200* par yoar 
500* par yoar 
5. par day 
2*$00. par year 
800* par yea*
5* par day 
2,000* par year 
8. por day 
it par day 
2,500*— 2 years 
5* par day 
400. por yoar 
8* par day 
4# par day 
10* por day 
4. par day 
400*— 2 yoaro 
720. par session 
8# par day 
500* par yoar
2.400.-2 yoaro 
10* par day
Oomponoation 
franoportation allawanoo
10 oonta por mile 
20 ©onto par milo 
10 oonta per milo one way 
8 seats por milo 
15 oonta par mile 
10 oonta por milo 
10 oonta par milo 
10 oonta por mile 
10 oonta por milo
10 oonta par mile 
Actual mileage
20 oonta por milo 
5 oonta por mile
11 oonta por mile 
15 oonta por milo 
10 oonta por mile
20 oonta por mile ana way 
20 oonta por milo 
#4*20 por mile (ease)
10 eonto par milo 
15 oonta par milo 
10 oonta por mile 
10 oonta par milo 
f cents par mile 
Aetna! traveling expense* 
10 oonta par mile 
10 oonta por milo 
Transportation 
10 oonta por milo 
10 oonta par mile
10 oonta por milo 
3 oenta par milo 
10 cents por milo 
18 oonta par milo 
5 cants par mile 
8 oonta por milo 
8 oonta par mile 
10 oenta par milo 
Actual miloago 
10 oenta per mile 
10 oonta par mile 
20 eonta por milo 
10 oonta por mile 
10 eonta por mile 
Mileage 
10 cants par 
Mileage
1 H.W.Toll, MToday*a Legislatures", The Annals of the American
Academy of Political end Social Science, Vol. 191, January, 1958,
p. 8
The tabulations and graphs on the following pages show the 
results of the last throe regular legislative sessions in Montana, 
1935* 1957* .and 1939* In the three citations it is apparent that 
the two houses have very definitely expurgated the annals of con** 
siderable poor bills but this high percentage* 81.50 per cent in 
1935j 58.10 per cent in 1937$ and 55*94 per cent in 1939 may like* 
wise indicate that there has been a high mortality of good proposed 
legislation*
In 1935 only 16*53 per cent or 126 bills became law out of 
762 vhieh had been Introduced Into the two houses* 541 in the 
House and 221 in the Senate. In 1937 the percentage was better 
with 36.70 per cent or 212 bills becoming law out of 578 bills 
introduced in both houses, 384 in the House and 194 in the Senate* 
The 1939 legislature hit a high in enactments when 37.79 per cent 
or 243 measures became law out of 643 bills introduced* 427 la the 
House and 216 in the Senate.
In the three sessions studied the House averaged about 460 
bills per session while the more conservative Senate averaged 210 
bills* With the House membership at 102 and the Senate composed 
of 66 members it seems to be a fair conclusion that the former 
body should present twice the number of bills If each of the members 
feels obligated to sponsor at least one measure* Upon a mathe­
matical basis each ^Representative might sponsor about four bills 
while his colleague in the Senate would have approximately the 
same number for his attention. This, of course* is not the
LEGISLATIVE RECORD 1 
1935
Bills introduced into the House••.••••••••••*541
House tills killed or vetoed.••••••••••.•••*.472
House tills that became law.................. 69
Bills introduced into the Senate.............221
Senate tills killed or vetoed.••••••• • •«..-• ...164
Senate tills that became law................ • 57
Total tills sent to the Governor. ..*....141
Bills vetoed by the governor................. 15
Total new laws (session laws)........ •••.•••126
Total of tills introduced in both houses 762
Total number killed..•••••• .....  .636
Governor vetoed. ....     ••••• 15
Killed between the two houses........... ....621
Cost of the session.................h? 192,074*01
Cost of the session per day......   3,201.00
Cost per law..................     1,524.40
Killed between the houses 81*50 % 
Vetoed by the Governor 1*97 %
Bills that became law 16.53 %
1 Montana Taxpayer, Vol. I, No. 8, March 1935
(Chart V0 47-
LEGISL4TIVB RECORD 1 
1937
Bills introduced into the House** ••*«. **«***«364 
House bills killed or Yitosdtim* m*l<^274
House bills that became law#**•*•«••#•*••«**110
Bills introduced into the Senate** ********•#194 
Senate bills killed or vetoed*******#••••#** 92 
Senate bills that became law##*»•*«**•*#«***102
total bills sent to the Governor*#* #*/*■** ****242 
Bill* vetoed by the Governor**************** 30
Total new laws (session laws)#.#*#.•.###••**212 
Total of bills introduced in both houses****578 
Total number killed**«*««**••*##**»*«#»«*#**366 
Governor vetoed***************************** 30 
Killed between the two houses***************336
Cost of the session***#*******#**### 205,085*91 
Cost of the session per day******** 3,418*09
Cost per lew**«*****••«*••#**«•««•• 967*38
1937
o
Killed between the houses 58«lp % 
Vetoed by the Governor 5*20 % 
Bills that became law 36*70 %
,;-S.
1 Communications from the Montan Taxpayers Assfn, June 29, 1937
(Chart VIX)
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u s x s u t m e  recobs 1 
1989
Bills introduced into the B o u s a . . . .42? 
Bouse Mils killed Or VetOOd#.#*#**#********#2V8 
House Mils that beoame law...... ,,**.«*«**151
Bills introduced into the Senate************216 
Senate bills killed or votoodee e . e e e e e e e s e e el24 
Senate bills that became lew*****•*«*••***•* 92
Total bills sent to the governor************264 
Bills vetoed by the governor**************** 21
Total new lose (session laws)*****..*.♦♦.**#243 
Total eJB bills introduced in both houses**• *64$ 
Total number klXled*»*«*****t****%#****»***«400 
Governor vetoed**••«*«•****•••**••««•»»•«••• 21 
Killed between the houses**#* **###*#**#*.*##*3V0
Cost of the session (est»)«****#**«# 207*290*00 2 
Cost of session per day*******. #*## 3*465*00
Cost per lew*********************** 863*06
1939
(||) Killed between the houses 58*94 %
Vetoed by the governor 5*87 %
r \  Bills that became law 37*79 %
1 Compiled after original research at State Capitol
2 Montana Taxpayer, Vol II# Ho* 11, March 1939, p* 2
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situation and a casual observation of legislative rsports would 
indicate that ths more aggrossir© solons sponsor a far greater 
number of bills while «any of the inexperienced or more timid 
members of the legislature refrain from any single advocation but 
lend their support as co-sponsors or as directing forces in the 
various ©esmittess*
It is impossible, without a special cede system and an 
aetual attendance at the sessions* to determine just i&at per cent 
of the bills are killed by the house in which they are introduced*
A survey of the clerk's day-by-day history of the bills for the 
1959 legislature reveals that about 48 per cent of the House bills 
were killed by the Bouse itself while the Senate killed about 
15 per cent of the House bills which were Introduced* but the 
Senate killed approximately 50 per cent of the House bills sent 
to it* (See chart Till on the following page*)
fhe Senate killed about 40 per cent of the bills introduced 
by its msaabers while the House killed about 12 per cent of the 
total Semite bills introduced or approximately 20 per omit of the 
Senate bills reoeived into the Bouse*
these figures are not greatly at ̂  variance with the fifteen* 
year study conducted by Dorothy Sohaffter (reported on page 17) 
wherein 57 per cent of the Senate bills became law and 54 per cent 
of the House bills were successfully passed* In Montana* with the 
exception of 1955 when only 16*53 per cent of the bills introduced 
became law* the average of passage would compare favorablyt 56*70
DISFOSAL OF LEGISLATIVE BILLS 1939
Killed by House 
Killed by Senate 
Vetoed 
Became law
HOUSE BILLS
Killed by House 
Killed by Senate 
Vetoed 
Became law
SENATE BILLS
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par oent of the total introduced in 193? became law and ST.79 per 
cent of the total introduced in 1939 were enacted and entered 
into the statute books.
The percentages given for the inter-house mortality cannot 
be taken as conclusive evidence of bicameral expediency nor is it 
an absolute picture of the cheeking action of the two houses for 
•—•there are always Mile in both House and Senate which never 
reaoh the other body by reason of the fact that they either are 
not printed, that they die In o omit tee or are killed by the body 
in which they are introduced.**
The charts on the following pages portray the complicated 
passage of bills through the Montana legislature. The diagrams are 
self-explanatory but it is noteworthy to point out that a bill 
in regular passage has nine places where it may be thrown out or 
killed. Also the committees, 46 in the Senate and St in the House, 
are diagramed in a group to show their important place in the 
legislative channel.
The chart showing the conference committee brings into being 
at least three more possibilities for fatalities. The joint com­
mittee may disagree or kill it in its own body or its recommendations 
may be voted down in the Senate or in the House and in any event 
is subject to the final approbation of the executive— unless the 
veto is not supported by the houses in turn.
* Sam Mitchell, Sce*y of State, Communication, Sept. 6, 1939
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The chart indicates either a very careful consideration of 
ail legislation or a maxe from which it is strange that any legal 
measures reach the Secretary of State for filing* Poor legislation 
may be killed but the same pitfalls exist for beneficial bills* sad 
it is a mooted, question whether or not all the checking leaves any* 
thing remaining, in the balance.
Bepresentative lire. H# f. Martin explains that the "Hold­
ing back bills of importance until latter part of session, while 
early part is flooded with bills of little or no value to the 
general public prevents proper time to acquire necessary infer-* 
mat ion." This situation, expressed so often, in view of the 
legislative labyrinth through which it oust pass offers grounds 
for a distrust of its efficiency. Its chief justification seems 
to be based upon mistrust as intimated by Representative E* J. 
Byrne? ”.*.a spirit of distrust and even personal dislike and 
Incivility generates between members and groups, particularly 
among those members who felt they had lost, which colors and 
seriously modifies much important legislation awaiting passage, 
but not in any wise connected with the matters that caused the 
ill feeling,*
Oh just what premises the checking is done Is a matter of 
conjecture but from reports it seems that there are other factors 
than the merit of the bill itself which are the determiners for 
the support given or the lack of support which attends certain 
legislation.
<■*55**
The nullifying activities of the two houses in the sessions
mentioned have somewhat minimi zed the need for, the executive veto*
It was only in 1957 that the governor refused to sign a consider**
able number of Mils already approved by the legislature* In that,
session Oovernor Hoy 8. Ayers vetoed 5*20 per cent of the bills
introduced or about 10*4 per cent of the bills approved by both
houses* In recapitulation* (see page 20)* excepting the unusual
record of 25 per cent vetoed in Hew fork in 1910* Illinois had a
veto record of about 5 per cent of all the bills Introduced be**
tween 1919-1921. Wisconsin lost by veto between 6 and 7 per cent
during the same period.* ,In Hew Mexico the governor vetoed about
4 per cent of ell the bills introduced or equal to £hout 10 per
1cent of all the bills passed by both houses. The Montana veto, 
average* based upon a percentage of all the bills introduced* is 
3.11 per cent for the three sessions of 1935* 1937* and 1959*
In 1935 the governor vetoed 15 bills or. 1,97 per cent of 
the total bills introduced and which was about 10*54 per cent of
the bills approved by both houses; in 1937 the veto nullified
30 pieces of legislation or 5.20 per cent of the bills introduced 
and which was 12*4 per cent of the bills passed by the housesj in 
1939 the executive refused to sign 21 bills or 3*27 per cent of
the total bills introduced and which was about 7*37 per cent of
the bills ratified by the House and the Senate.
* Dorothy Schaffter* Op, Sit** p. 102
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Apparently the veto has not been an active executive weapon 
in Montana, however, the record reveals that it has been exercised 
on controversial legislation, e«g** the "easy divorce* bill which 
passed the houses but could not gain the approval of the governor 
in the 1939 session*
In comparison with the Nebraska unicameral legislature— first
meeting in 193?— the members of the single-house deliberated on
681 bills and passed 244 measures with the governor vetoing 17 or
approximately 3 per cent of the total, or about 7 per cent of the
%bills passed by the "Legislature”* 226 new laws were enacted*
In the same year Montana lawmakers considered 578 pieces of legis­
lation, passed 242 bills, the governor vetoed 30 or 5.20 per cent 
of the total. Montana passed 212 new laws as a result of that 
session.
The objection to the gubernatorial power in one house con­
cerning the veto power is apparently ill-founded for the record 
In this state (Montana) averages 3.11 per cent and is above the 
one-year record of 3 per cent set in Nebraska* Also it is well 
to keep in mind that the lion tana assembly had a njajority of the 
same party as the administration during tho sessions cited.
From the foregoing statistics it would appear that the 
Montana legislature compares favorably with others and that the
1■ J* P* Senning, "Nebraska*# First Unicameral Legislative 
■Session** the Armais of The American Academy of Political and 
Seeial Science, Vol.195, 'Jan\»ry' "1'938* ;p. 166
relationship between the governor and the laikaakers has been accord* 
Ing to the national pattern* fhe political allgnsient may differ 
greatly but the results do not show any pronounced effects*
In general the entire structure, operation, and productivity 
Is much, in accord with the average state if these conditions may 
be judged from a limited survey*
the order is not progressive but appears to be an average 
example of conventional legislative orders* Liberal legislators 
have reported of their efforts to effect streamline phases of the 
assembly, but their political architecture has not won an apj>reei«- 
ation from their rustic colleagues whose experience in marble halls 
is a rare enough compensation for them without delving into frontier 
fields of political thought*
CHAPTER VII 
SYMPGSIQM OF EXPERT OPINIONS OH ORGANIZATION
The questionnaire contained sixteen pertinent questions 
relative to the organisation and operation of the Montana bi­
cameral legislature* The following pages carry a statistical 
report of their replies along with comments made by the legist 
labors upon the question under consideration*
qtffiSTIOi! 1. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT LEGISLATIVE RESPONSIBILITY 
IS OFTEN . SHOVED FROM ONE HOUSE fO THE OTHERf
House Members: Yes.............44
No.............. 1
No reply *•*.**•.17 
total 62
Senate Members* Yes*..*..**...••*19
No**.«*.•••..*.*10
No reply* «.* * • » ♦ *. 3 
total 32
Many of the answers were qualified with explanations like 
the one given by Representative Achort "***not enough to have 
any bad effect*** Others declared that responsibility was shifted 
"Sometimes not often** or "very seldom** or "would not say of tea 
but think it is done*11 Representative Leuthold, a legislator of 
four session*® experience* writes that it is done "only la rare 
oases**
Senator S* C* Arnold* a legislator for over twelve years* 
comments* "occasionally, it seems so* though an erroneous Idea 
used by some as an excuse of inability to cope with a situation*"
0mm$m 2. bo yob believe w  m  wo houses serve as a
CHECK OH HASTY TO SUCH AH MfBBT THAT fBI PRESEST BI-
ca«AH system is ihdispeisabli?
In commenting upon the question Representative i, J, Byrne
“The bicameral system pemits evasion•-— This 
does not mean that responsibility Is definitely 
and permanently evaded under the bicameral 
system. On the contrary, responsibility is 
generally accepted at some point. I believe that 
point would be reached more quickly in a uni- 
camera! set-up, with a saving of time, expense 
and worthy legislation. I feel there would be 
a substantial psychological gain for the pub­
lic generally, resulting from more efficient 
operation, and the hoped for avoidance of 
duplication, frustration and futility always 
evident in bicameral legislative proceedings"
Represents^!ve Ball BJorneby, a veteran of three sessions*
Joins with the progressive school of House members to declaret
% e  have no more use for two groups to form oar laws, than a
corporation would have for two sets of directors to conduct the
business of the corporation,*
The Senators appeared to - hold more to the traditional
system and gave a few arguments such as* ftYes% *Under the
present controlled legislature.11 Senator M, H. Henderson
House ■■« « * , • *38 
'.HI 
• .:, . ;. 3
total 62
Senate Members* > *: • , , » ,28 
• » * * • i
total 32
writes*
qualifies as follows* *1 believe that the two houses serve as a 
cheok on hasty legislation, but not to the extent that our present 
system Is the only one under v&ioh we eould do business.w
questioh $* m  you believe that tm large mmm  op
LEGISLATORS RESULTS W  A LACK OF A SEJfSB OF XmWimM* RESPORSI- ■ 
B3ELITY?
House Members* Yes***..«.•*,*,«***31
He*****.*********88 
Ho reply** **•*••*- 8 
total 62
Senate Membersi Yes• *•*••««•**••• 13
HO*.*,**.*********!?
Ho reply»•»»••••• 2 
total 32
To answer the preceding question was difficult and an 
interpretation of the result need he explained* It is reasonable 
to conceive that those answering could not well determine whether 
or not they could he relieved of responsibility under the cloak
> i
of large numbers* The explanations* "not necessarily sq,1* "to a 
certain extent," and "not in the right type of men11 would lead 
one to conclude that, particularly in the Souse where a larger 
membership exists, many do gain an absolution under the guise of 
numbers* The many references to the "type of men" causes one to 
conclude that each person does not find himself seeking such an 
excuse but at the same time ;he / apparently find cause to accuse 
their fellow members of such an escape*
pBSflOif 4. IS If POSSIBLE IDE A . COHS0I»IOUS LEGISLATOR 
TO BECOME INTELLIGENTLY INH}RM£B UPON ALL OP THE MATTERS ACTED 
OPOMT
House Members* Yes,
He*,
.19,
.43
total' ; 62 '.
Senate Members t Yes
He. • ■ r r s ' i  e t e e t  •
total 33
IS
The affirmative answers of both houses carried the modifica­
tion that "This entails a lot of work but it . can be done on major
legislation" or "Yes— if he. so cares,tt One house member exp] *\ined*
' * •  • *
*1 have answered yes, but for all praotical purposes the answer 
should fee no.1* Another declarest "Only in a general way except 
important bills he is particularly interested in."
Senator Robert Pauline with a service of over twenty years 
in the legislature answered 'Ves" with the reservation! "after 
the first session." Senator Leonard Plank^a veteran of over ten 
sessions, modestly informs* "Some members do."
Most of the additional comment centered about the time 
element and the number of bills. Notations of "Too many bills in
only sixty days,11 "not in sixty days," "not enough time," "not on• *
usual procedure," and "not fully" were common supplements to the 
answers given.
One more confident house member reported! "I firmly believe 
it is possible for a conscientious legislator to fee somewhat familiar
with all pieces of legislation wMoh comes before the House ant 
Senate* At my first session X carried shout 100 hills in my head 
and could refer to them by number or subject matter* At various 
times I had thirty or forty amendments to various bills and I 
never missed presenting the proper Amendment when these bills 
came up for consideration* even when they had laid in committee 
for severs! weeks*11
Q u s m c w  s.. m  you believe m  two bouses are necessary
»  adequately represent the people?
Sous© Yes
No*
Wo reply,
*38
•  23
* 1
total 62
Senate Members* Yes
No.f # . * • * • ■  J i  ♦
file foregoing tables clearly indicate that the Montana 
legislators desire to cling to the bicameral Organisation not 
that they think it la the only one but they apparently were 
thinking of a local situation* the affirmative answers carried 
such reasons as# *Ies# of this state* Montana,*1 or ”Yes, under 
our form of government*” Another legislator declared ”Two houses 
are very necessary until such a time as the Legislators are 
honestly elected by the people and not by propaganda of the cor­
porate interests* ”
Senator Lars Angviok with six-session experience writes* 
in referring to a unicameral legislature* ,T-1 would perhaps work 
all right in a state like lorth or South Dakota, Wisconsin* 
Nebraska, Iowa, and Indiana where the entire state has really one 
industry* mainly agriculture* But in Montana* where we are divided 
with a large mining industry* ranching* stock raising* and farming* 
and the oil business* it is very important that we have a oheek 
and balance and that each county or each district* has an equal 
representation in the State Law-making body*n
' e. W :  t o r  cateffM  ̂ ssionaf0 seen m i  t o
WS8&- ‘n m m  m m  & m w  w  teem t o  sib & m m tm * tm m m  m  
a s m m  m m m m m
f$ D e m o c r a t s  SO Republicans 24 
N o . . 3 Desaoorats S Republicans 0
Wo reply**.. S - Democrats* 2 Republicans 3
total 82 ’ • •■■•••*
fes,v,,,,»,.*2? Democrats t Republicans 18
4 Democrats 3 Republics© 1.
Wo reply.,,v 1 Democrats 0 Republicans 1
total 32
Senators Pauline and Plank, both with over a decade of legis­
lative experience, answered the question in the affirmative, the 
former is a Republican'and the latter a Democrat, this leads one 
to agree with Senator Charles Mahoney? ”1 believe as a general 
rule in the present legislature' of .Hontana that each Senator is 
given as much as possible the Committee appointments of his own 
choosing,” Senator S. C. Arnold and others colored their answers 
with ”quite generally so,1
But not all legislator© would grant such harmony and among 
others Senator A, «T, Plumer, a veteran of six previous sessions 
and a Democrat* summarizes* ^Committee assignments are so distrib­
uted as to render appointees to such committees innocuous, i.e. 
from the standpoint of the views of the Committee on Committees• 
During the whole of my tenure of twelve years, four in the Bouse 
and eight in the Senate, this committee has been selected to serve 
the exploiting corporatione,”
. Bouse Members*
Senate Members*
All throe of the negative answers in the House were given by 
Democrats and the other members who answered ^Yes and He* were 
classed as no reply* In the Senate three of the four wSow re* 
eponses came frcaa Democrats* Party 'affiliation* it appears, has 
not produced a completely satisfied political family.
QUESTION 7> ' DO TON BELIEVE THATMOST OF THE IMPORTANT • • 
LEGISLATING TAKES PEACE IN THE COMIITEE? OR IN THE PE ACER.' ' ■ 
HOTELS W. IN LOBBYING GROUPS? ' • •
Hons© Members x In Committees Yes.,.42 No 3 No reply 4
In Placer Hotel Tee * * * 10 No - - No reply *
In Lobbying Groups . Yes...l£
Senate Members* In Committees Yes*,.26 No 5 No reply 1
In Placer Hotel Yes*..10
In Lobbying Groups Yes *..9
The question, at best, offers too many possibilities for a 
definite answer and is of suoh a design that perhaps legislators 
would hesitate to disclose Just where their- ideas and opinions 
are formed. There is one general conclusion, however, which is
not new but interesting in that it exerts nsh a powerful In-*
fluence upon the inexpert©need yet conscientious legislators and 
that is the effect of the lobbyists for pressure groups. Very 
few responses did not in some place and in some manner inject an 
expression concerning the force of this legislating agency.
One well seasoned representative figured that 10 per cent 
of the legislation took place In Committees, 15 per cent in the 
Placer Hotel, and 75 per cent in the lobbying groups. The most 
conservative of the legislative responses indicated that the 
lobbyists were ’‘very influential” for the reason* ”The average 
citizen pay no attention to legislative matters. He does not 
support a member for voting for general good on the other hand 
pressure groups never forget If one votes against a measure de­
signed for their special benefit.”
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Few of the legislators admit that lobbyist supply them with 
definite arguments for a legislation and that their reasoning is 
accepted "for information.° But others, especially the newer men 
find the pressure more than they really desire# ”fhere is alto­
gether too much lobbying done in Helena, both at the Capitol and 
at the Placer Hotel but have found that good men who are elected 
to serve the people are not the ones who are controlled at the 
Placer Hotel or elsewhere-— * ”
One Bouse member added a supplement to the questionnaire!
” On various questions that came up in the last 
session, I could have came (sio) back home with 
perhaps $3,000 more than my salary of $10 per day, 
and I could have gotten my room rent taken care of 
for the 60 days should I have sold out to the Big 
Interests, but my honesty of policy to my constit­
uents would not permit me to do it, but I cannot 
say this for a lot of my fellow Legislators that 
the people put their oonfidenoe in to send up there 
os their law makers# "
Representative J. A# Liggett modifies the faotor of 
lobbying with ”$hile there is a great deal of lobbying, yet I 
am of the opinion that outside influences have been somewhat 
magnified.”
As intimated previously it is quite impossible,to form a 
definite conclusion from the question asked for the formation of 
opinions is suoh a variable and unstable procedure whioh knows 
no objective location and hence is hardly productive of infor­
mation of much statistical value.
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QUESTION 8. IS THE FINANCIAL mCUNERATION FOR YOUR SERVICES 
ADEQUATE • ENOUGH TO ALLOW YOU TO MAKE YOUR LEGISLATIVE DUTIES YOUR 
CHIEF INTEREST?
House Memberst Yes.............24 .
No..............35
Ho reply*.'..*•*. S 
total 82
Senate Members« Yes*............13
No......... . . * . • 19
total 32
The rate of compensation in Montana is ten dollars a day 
and seven cents a mile to and from the Capitol* The session lasts, 
ordinarily, for sixty days and begins in January of the odd num­
bered years. This amount 1 s not sufficient, according to the 
report of most legislators, to allow them to forsake their regular 
business for legislative matters. Many report that they "Lose 
money,” others express a satisfaction for the remuneration "during 
the session,” and again others very emphatically declare that the 
amount is "ABSOLUTELY NOT” sufficient. "The financial remuneration 
is adequate to allow one to make his legislative duties his chief 
interest while in session but does not take care of other obliga­
tions that goes with his position.” This thought was echoed time 
and again in the reports.
One successful rancher expressed a patriotic sentiment in 
that ”1 feel every taxpayer should give a part of his time to the 
affairs of government without thought of salary.” But a business 
man and a representative remarked in substance that the amount
*
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m  rm  b e l i m  m m  k ij&m&ftmE or
m om  m  m  m  immms om m  jm m m m z. Bmm «s& mo.mm . op 
m m tm t
House Members* • Yes**** * * * ****♦16
No*•••*•• •* • • • *42
’ No reply****.»*. 2 
Uncertain.*.*** 2 
total 62
Senate itebere# Yes*«•*•••«**** ?
No «. ** «■ »**•••«« « 23 
No reply*****♦* 2 
. total 32
Ihie query 'brought forth considerable comment ranging fro® 
"I do not believe in a outhouse legislature" to a decided "Yes," 
'"If the people would elect statesmen instead of politicians*”
From the replies m m  would gather- that by far the majority 
had no sympathy with tmicamQral organisation but a subsequent 
question upon the size of the body gives a different color to the 
answers* perhaps the question Was faulty in setting a number so 
low feraiuay of the negative reports suggested, larger bodies*. 
"Must have at least 50 members*" "One for each county,” "if 
they were the right ones," "If (they were) Intel 1 ectually honest" 
and such responses would indicate that there is an interest but 
because of the lai^e 'rural and the concentrated urban areas they 
fear any such organisation*
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QUESTIOH 10* WOULD YOU SERIOUSLY CQWSIDER A REOHGAHIZATIOH 
PROGRAM WHICH CAVB IHDICATIOKS OF AH IHC REAS ED EFFICIEHCY ALOHG 
WITH HO ADDED EXPENSE?
House Members* Yea.............57
Ho.............. 4
Ho reply******** 1 
total 62
S«ait» Members* Too.......•••••29
Ho.....     3
total 32
The above tabulation oorreapoads favorably with the in­
dications resulting from tho previous questions. Obviously, tho 
roplios are nearly unanimous in favoring some definite improve­
ments whioh grew out of a recognition of many needless faults 
of the present organisation*
Senator Leonard Plank after over ten years of serviee 
repliest "Yes*•.provided suoh a reorganisation would guarantee 
a fair representation for our less populous communities, not ab­
solutely controlled by the large cities, with fair consideration 
for our farming and ranching Industries*" This judgment seems to 
be characteristic of the group for they all question the manner 
of adequate representation*
One of the objeotors in the House very definitely made knows 
his opposition with the explanation to the question, "Ho— About 
like all of the Hew Deal*" The others gave no reasons for their 
negative answers, rnhleh may have been due to a general animosity 
toward all progressive reorganisation plans* In the words of one 
legislator* "If I don't know anything about it, I am against it*"
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fum n m  ii*" do you BgiaBm t m t  lihislaiubi, sssvisrs- 
a  ?mfm, m f  si'' j u m m m  m  Bsim m m m m m ?  m  t m m  m ' f m  
i m m m m  m m  m  QjfMBt . *'•
House Members* Yes********.*****22’
.-..- * 35© « *:** * *■ * *-*.27
ff© •«•*■ .•'♦ * • • 13
. total 62
Sssstfi ,||a(ivS©ir-8'j: X ©b* «» ♦ * * . ♦ •«•** 12
No. • * «• »■ •«• * «• ■•..*-17 
S© reply*******• 3 
total 32
the question above produced considerable coi?memt upon 
supplementary sheets* 0n the whole the legislators did mot life© 
to answer it and classed the question as "unfair,® %uddy,” and 
"Biota torship is the most of ft© lent form of govermemt* if that 
is what you want*.'®
■• fh© senate members gave evidence of sore of a political 
philosophy in their responses-* Senator Paul Smith writes.* **! 
do not think a legislature can be inefficient in favor of a 
democracy* if it is Imef fioiemb* t .it always Works to the detriment 
of a democracy, A democracy 'heeds an efficient legislature and to
* ft 9 .<•*.. * * . j.have am efficient legislature(its\(members .must be efficient*" 
Senator S* 0* Arnold points: "There is no good reason for any
legislative-"body to be inefficient* if the people escort due ©are 
in their select ion*" After eight sessions of legislative ex­
perience Senator- A* Plu&er in voting. *!yoa* writes.:*
"It is not per s© a question of efficiency but 
rather more one of integrity* {Iranted, there is
~?4~
room for vast improvement in efficiency of the moat 
erudite amongst us and of course* a woeful deficiency 
of the commodity on or about the persons of the others | 
nevertheless, each one of us has sound Judgment and 
if sufficiently Informed on some subjects, especially 
those in which he or his constituents ore most interest­
ed* Of course, if you are referring to the “mechanics** 
of legislation, the old time” chronic stooges have a 
decided advantage for obvious reasons* By observation 
has led me to the inevitable conclusion that (with 
some notable exceptions) the more efficient ones have 
b e m  the most harmful to the welfare of the people* “
Reprosentative £* J. Byrne concludes?, % q#$ of time 
through duplication and consideration of fuzzy schemes in legis­
lation is serious, but all views, ideas, ideals, etc*, may well 
be given a considerate hearing* Democracy must progress by 
climbing over its own errors or by going around them*1*
By the torn "efficiency** the majority of legislators made 
reference to the,mechanics of legislation rather than to more 
abstract operation of the entire legislative structure* From the 
opinions so well expressed, it is apparent that they do not wish 
to sacrifice “every man’s government® for an ^expert government1* 
Just in the name of increased efficiency. Then too, there is a 
common suspicion leveled against the prospects of reducing numbers 
or In closing up the gaps* As yet they appear unwilling to trust 
anyone and their experience entitles them to draw an intelligent 
conclusion*
-7&*
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The response to this question indicated a lack of concentrated 
study or a very wide division of thought if it had keen preceded 
by any reflection for the number suggested by the Souse ^members 
varied from one to 160 members* Seven listed the present number 
as desirable, 9 suggested 66 members, and 6 favored between 60 and 
76 representatives* The others ran the scale with no deolded 
trend except that the number could well be smaller than the present 
body of 102*
A Bouse member suggested5 *€ne~»But SOT myself*** Others 
favored cutting both "Houses in half** or "about 80 members* 11 with 
one despairingly commenting* "Hot much use in changing."
The senate men favored a legislature of about 76 members 
for six reports favored that number* Four would keep the same 
and the others would rather see the assembly reduced with the 
highest suggested figure reaching 125 members.
Senator Leonard Plank pondered* "I seriously doubt whether 
the membership can be reduced by legislative act, considering the 
Jealousies„of each county to hold its representation.— An initiated 
measure would undoubtedly upset our present balance of farm, labor, 
professional and industrial groups with all the advantage going to 
our large civio centers*"
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perhaps the reply %umbers not important" is about the 
answer to the question which is explained with another senatorial 
comments "depends upon calibre of legislators*®
If a single conclusion may be drawn from this topic it is 
that the legislators have not given mtoh thought to the number of 
persons necessary to represent the people at large for there is w  
consistency* other than chance, in the returns* Some of the legia- 
lators must have done some individual thinking or were stimulated 
by the question to construct an arbitrary apportionment* Several 
who could not grant an adequate assembly of 26 to SO men in ques­
tion number nine were able to imagine a necessary number of repre­
sentatives to be about the same figure in response to quests on 
twelve.
Regardless of the amount of reflection several legislators 
gave evidence of frontier thinking. One suggested three repre­
sentatives for each major industry of the state* another would 
divide the state into districts from which a senator would be 
elected with the representatives being determined according to 
the population in each district and in "this reduce very materially 
the number in each house,"
In general* they are, with few exceptions, united on one 
agreement and that is that the assembly is too large but they are 
unable to indicate any popular suggestions for an improvement.
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QUEST IOH 13. m k f  SALARY WOULD YOU RECOHSSEHD IN ORDER THAT 
ORE COULD SATISFACTORILY DWOTE HIS FULL TIME TO THE STUDY OF
legislative, p h o b i a s ?
Like the previous question the legislators apparently had 
not given such a matter much oonsideration for sixteen of the House 
members gave no reply at all. Those who did give an estimate 
ranged from, no change— perhaps a careless response or a misinter­
pretation of the question— to as high as §10,000* Eight were 
satisfied with a possible salary of §3,000 and seven sot the 
figure at §3,600 with the next most popular estimate at §2,500.
In explanation of their statements some deolaredt "Full 
time not necessary” or ”1 don’t believe in full time;” but others 
commented that ”$600 per month would‘interest intelligent men” 
or ”Amount to oover time spent.”
The Senators were quite in agreement with members of the 
lower house for eight made no reply and the most popular estimate 
was $3,000 with $2,500 ranking second as a favored remuneration.
One tersely reported that "Montana oan’t afford it” implying that 
either the amount in mind would be too high or that a large mem­
bership would not allow such an arrangement.
Again the state solons give no indication of much thought 
about career work in government and so consequently have not 
formed any school of thought concerning the oosts of suoh a 
possibility.
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It was expected that In answering this question many different 
statements or slogans would be offered but it Is surprising to note 
that so few had any program In mind at ■the time of election. Such 
expressions as. “fair representation*'® “economy in governments® 
“§#nerai. welfare of Henbane*® “Adequate Old Age Pension, ® and “Pro­
gressive legislation® were common. Several frankly admitted that 
they had no definite program in mind and as one Douse man wrote*
“I promised nothing and did little#® As would be common many 
listed their party affiliation as a platform upon which they wen 
their way into the halls of the state Capitol.
fhe Senators were no more specific than the House members* 
“Hob© but honesty® and “Sconosy" appeared as a sufficient platform# 
Perhaps the best explanation of the platform or program of a legis­
lator is given by Senator S. 0. Arnold*
"(I) Have found that most office seekers fer the 
legislature who form hard and fast platforms use 
them to run on* afterward find that the line of 
least resistance is to forget, them, the best plat- 
form for a legislator is a demonstration of being 
observant*, studious*, a desire to do that which is 
right and vote your convictions for the most good 
for the greatest number never taking your personal 
interest into consideration."
Again the question might not have been well put for one 
Senator answered % o  room to list® which would Indicate a large 
program of prospective accomplishments* or a platform of the many 
promises mad© in order to gain the election.
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QUESTION U *  m  YOU FAVOR J0IBT COMMOTSE. ACTIOS?
House Members) Yes...*••••••**•39
Sometimes. . • * •. . 3 
So reply.••*••«• 0 
total m
Senate Members* Yes......••*.•••12
;H o . 3 
Sometimes....... 8
Ho reply........ 7
total 33
Joint or conference consaittee action seems to be the ehoioe 
of the majority in carrying on the legislative work. One repre­
sentative would limit the Joint ©oramittees with **all right for 
hearings only” but a colleague ia tho senate wrote that ”All 
legislation is a compromise*n
From this report It appears that the legislators welcome 
the cooperative assistance of the other house and this reception 
gives rise to the question of why does a one-house legislature 
seem so objectionable if they prefer to work in Joint or con­
ference committees? the answer might lie in the fear of a re­
duced house and the consequent reorganisation for their Judgment 
leads one to believe that they prefer to work under such arrange­
ments.
This report might have been different but several explained 
that they did not feel qualified to answer the question and 
therefore made no reply to it.
i&. «amsr w  tm  mmsmt mm m tm im
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fhe replies to this question brought a varied tale of woe 
'from many legislators* But it is interesting to observe that ‘ 
many of the House members olaiiaed they had. ?*m problems, ” however, 
a greater number found their efforts failing in appreciation#
the following are typloal cosiaentsj *&y own inefficiency*
But lobbing in the state house and the Placer Hotel as well as 
different interest for the east and western part of our state has 
some bearing on legislation.4*
"Combating outside influence and personal requests**1 
drying, to get rotes for- desirable legislation without 
promising votes for other legislation in return#w 
**$hat helps one group hurts another*"
difficulty in trying ®*##to make my constituents under stand 
that t am trying to represent them honestly to the best of my 
knowledge and ability*^
"demands from constituents for or against a subject on which 
they have been ill informed#**
these and kindred problems confront the House members and 
add to a common difficulty* lobbying groups representing the 
different big interests, ” "the big .power companies," and "Special 
pressure' groups*"
the Senators find their problems much in common with the 
Representatives* Few of them could report "no problems* and one 
confessed that his "County don’t expeet much."
Again the pressure groups seem to offer one of the greatest 
problems as one writes his biggest difficulty is in trying to 
"Keep lobbyists out of ay hair." Another puts the same thought 
in a more violent form* "To counter sheep-killing-dog combination 
lobbyists" and still other puts it in "overcoming the influence 
of the corporation lobby which has controlled one or both houses 
for years and which can threaten every piece of important legis­
lation merely to retain its control*"
Among others given are the "Limitation as to ability* and the 
time element ia connection with "too many bills to study," and "To 
separate the wheat from the chaff* To discover the truth or falsity 
of proposals advocated by various pressure groups." Hot to be for­
gotten is the difficulty of being able to "overcome corporation 
propaganda through newspaper, civic organisation and lobbyists*" 
Without much reservation one may conclude that the chief 
concern of the legislator is that his work be appreciated by his
i
constituents for M s  efforts are sincere but he finds that pressure 
groups who "never forget if one votes against a measure designed 
for their special benefit* are the agencies or groups who have the 
means of scattering misrepresented reports of the integrity of the 
legislators. This appears to be the whip which controls the votes 
of many for they fear the notoriety but love the praise that these
bodies can disseMiaat# to the folks back' home* Q m  legislator 
reported that he knew mcm'who. ducked under their desks ia. ari 
effort to remaia inconspicuous fwh©n some consequential legislation 
was ©a the floor and: which. 'Was being carefully watched by special 
interest agents* ■
fhe power of the press' and the radio, though only intimated, 
plays no small part in. the■'rote'of-the. legislator*- the least bit 
of editorial comment is flattering, if it is _ ia support of a man1© 
policy but they dread to the point of inactivity the least dis­
pleasure of the interests or the agencies which may reach their. 
constituents with reports not " very conducive to re-election* .
m m m  v m
s m m m
To summarize the foregoing study in great detail would ia* 
volvo much repetition of statistical data which would he sheer 
redundancy, however, it seems entirely within the province of a 
paper to offer generalisations at the conclusion of a survey*
r
For the convenience of a casual reader the inductions are 
set apart and may he verified by making reference to the particu­
lar topic in the body of the report*
The following conclusions are based upon an Intensive study 
of the 1939 legislature with supporting evidence gathered from the 
1937 and 1933 assemblies with some reference being made to pre­
vious sessions vfoaa the data were readily obtainable* the opinions 
and the personnel reports naturally involve more than one legis­
lature for many of the comments and statistics were received from 
legislators who have served in previous sessions and, according to 
their status, will serve in at least another session before going 
on the ballots for re-election*
1* Tho study of personnel and expert opinions was made 
possible by a questionnaire response of 62 of 102 House members 
and 32 of 56 Senators, 60 per cent and 57 per cent respectively.
Zm The partisan complex apparently plays a minimum role 
in the election of legislators and their organisation in the 
legislature. On the other hand, industrial differences seem to 
be the main cause for poll Meal maneuvering.
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3* Legislators give evidence of their sincere interest ia 
their public trust but that many are reticent to commit themselves 
upon mutters of personal preparation, progressive reforms; or ex­
pert opinion bn the existing organisation•' The' reason appears to 
be found in self-abasement concerning formal objective qualifica­
tions, a lack of knowledge upon matters of progressive legislation, 
and a distrust of 1heir opinions 'which'they prefer not to claim as 
thoir own for fear of disclosure and ml^eprosentotion. Only 48 
of the 62 House members granted permission to be quoted whilo 22 
of the 32 responding Senators were willing to be identified with 
their comments* Of the 54 Senators (two having died) there were 
22 who did hot answer for reasons unknown and of the 101 Repre­
sentatives (one address no longer known) 39 did not reply, indi­
cating an unwillingness to be questioned after three pleas mailed 
first*olas8 were addressed to them*
4* The Montana Senators represent counties* one for each 
county, and the Representatives are apportioned according to the 
population of the county*
5« The State Constitution provides a minimum age for 
legislators, 21 for a Representative and 24 for a Senator, with 
a citizenship and residence requirement but no other qualifica­
tions are required*
6* The personnel of the legislatures, 1937 and 1939, have 
included farmers and ranchers as the largest single occupational 
group* In the former year this group formed about 42 per cent and
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in 1939 they constituted shout 40 per cent of the total, membership. 
From the number of double occupations it appears to be an advantage 
to claim an interest in agricultural pursuits.
7. Chi formal education preparation: the House members claim
that a third of the number reporting (62 out of 102) have graduated
from college and that about 21 per cent of those reporting had at­
tended college* She same per cent had graduated from high school 
and that 16 per cent had attended high school* From the reports 
of the Senators, 60 per cent were college graduates and about 20 
per cent had attended college.
these figures are the result of a 60 per cent response and
it Is possible that many of the less trained did not answer the
questionnaire bringing the subjective percentage below the figure 
cited* Also the term "college” is so much abused as to be mis­
leading in the responses*
Fornal education may be no fair criterion for legislative 
aptitudes but nevertheless the Montana men, with a 36 per cent
with college training, compare in this respect quite favorably 
*
with those other states*
8* The matter of previous legislative experience as a 
substitute for educational qualifications does not compliment the 
1939 Representatives for 27 assembly men had no previous ex­
perience in a legislature, 14 had been in a single session before* 
and 10 had served in two previous sessions* About 60 per cent had 
served in two sessions or less and mostly less.
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The Senate with its tenure of four years in office rates 
much better in comparison which might also be explained that suc­
cessful House men are commonly advanced to the senatorial chamber* 
legislative tenure, slightly poor in Montana, is not far 
behind the other states for a survey of the 108? legislatures re­
veals that 68 per cent of all the lawmakers had had previous legis­
lative experience*
9* Ho women were in the 1939 Senate but three were members 
of the lower house*
10* The average age of House members reporting was 50 with 
the Senate averaging 55 years old. Age seems to bo of no signifi­
cant consequence in the Montana legislature*
11* The cost of legislative sessions is continually increas­
ing with the last session being the most expensive, extimated at 
$207*280* Added expenditures have been caused by requested in­
vestigations and an increased demand for beneficial legislation*
12* The pressing economic conditions(have boosted legislative 
fertility with the result that more bills are being introduced into 
the legislatures and more new laws are being placed upon the 
statute .books* 762 bills with 126 new laws in 1935* 578 bills with 
212 new laws in 1937* and 643 bills with 243 new laws in 1939*
IS* The question of bicameral "chocking” utility receives 
some support from a survey of the 1939 legislature for about 48 per 
cent of the House bills were killed in the .House while -the Senate 
killed about 30 per cent of the House bills it .received* The
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Senate killed about 4D per cent of its own bi 11s while the Houso 
failed to concur ia shout 00 per cent of the bills seat to it 'trim 
the Senate,
these results must %e viewed with an understanding that they 
are approximate and with a knowledge of legislative procedure in 
which it is commonly admitted to pass legislation to the other . 
house with an and era tend ing that it he killed* Perhaps it is not 
a ^checking® system as muoh as it is a ^passing*1 system*
14* Bills passing in regular order must survive nine mortal 
possibilities before they become law through the Montana legist 
latere* If the conference committee is used, the possibilities 
increase to twelve places wherein fatalities might result* If 
this is indicative of deliberate consideration to remove poor 
legislation* it is also the course of oblivion for much good 
legislation*
16* fhe executive veto has not been employed to an undue • 
proportion ia averaging a nullification of 3.11 per cent of all 
the bills introduced in the three sessions* 1936* 1937, and 1939* 
But numbers mean little in determining the effectiveness of veto 
power* it is rather the particular bills vetoed which makes the 
weapon powerful*
16* Most of the House members, 44 cut of the 63 questioned, 
admit that legislative responsibility is often shoved from one 
house to the other but only 19 out of 30 respousing Senators would 
confess to the same practice. That it is done is beyond question
but to what d eg roe must be answered subjectively.
17* The members of both houses believe that the bicameral 
system offers such a check system as to render the structure indis­
pensable. The.Ecuse members are not so much ia favor of the present 
order and give indications of being more progressive, however* they 
are less experienced*
, 18* Half of the House members studied believe that a large 
membership results in a lack of individual responsibility but the 
Senators are divided about half-and-half with a slight margin to 
those who answered in the negative* The location of responsibility 
is entirely subjective* hence a knowledge of ,mob psychology might 
yield a more accurate answer to the query*
19* The huge amount of legislation introduced makes it im­
possible for a legislator to become very accurately informed upon 
the matters in question wi thin the space of sixty days* The House 
readily ̂ admits this but the Senate qualifies its doubts by declar­
ing an adequate knowledge on important bills ,1s possible amid the 
handicaps of time and the pressure groups* k
20. On the whole Montana solans feel the necessity of two 
houses to serve the people of the state* They see possibilities 
of reducing the size but place emphasis on numbers as the only 
means of, keeping the various industries in the state within a 
working balance* The House is somewhat divided on the issue* 38 
declaring **1fesw and 23 writing “Ho” but the experienced Senate 
is nearly unanimous in favor of two houses for Montana*
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21* Both the House and the Senate ere quite in agreement that 
their members have been placed on committees in which they had a 
special interest and a special knowledge* Political party adherence 
apparently mad© little or no difference for the objectors in both 
houses wore democrats— the party , with the majority in the legis­
lature#
22m the committees were given as the battle ground for most 
legislative activity with some leaning to the extra-legislative 
chambers of the Placer Hotel# Ho small number, 19 in the House 
and 9 in the Senate, granted the lobbying groups an important 
place in the legislative process#
22m Of the 62 House reports, 24 were satisfied that the 
present legislative salary was sufficient to permit legislative 
duties to be a chief interest while 35 answered in the negative#
In the Senate 13 replied **lf©sn and IS disagreed# Both groups 
qualified the question by declaring the adequacy existed only dur­
ing the session# there is little evidence to support the con­
tention that farmers and rancher© can be satisfied more easily than 
professional men and wage earners#
24* The Souse and the Senate members, with few exceptions, 
are opposed to a one-house legislature of 25 to 50 members# they 
indicate an interest in suoh an organization but would set the 
number to between 60 and 75 with a guarantee that the industrial 
interests of all kinds be held in a balance#
28# Both houses report an almost unanimous interest in a
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reorganization program which gave indications of i nor cased efficiency 
without an added cost but most answers carried a plea for a proper 
balance of imral-urbaa areas and a fair representation of all state 
industries* *
26* ‘ As to whether or not a legislature serving a people might 
be Justified in being inefficient in favor of the democracy it 
offers* the replies are not clear* Tho total of answers were 
greater for the negative but it is apparent that the question call­
ed for more reflection than was given by the average responder and 
no definite generalizations, other than that* oould bo supported 
by this study*
27* As to the number of representatives neoessary to handle 
the legislative problems of the state of Montana* the Bouse men 
guessed from the present number (102) to a possible 56 which was 
the next most popular choice* The Senators favored above other 
numbers, "about 75* * Only one thing is readily apparent* there 
has been no wide school of thought upon this question with the 
result that the responses were perfunctory estimates of the nec­
essary membership*
28* The salary necessary for full time legislative service 
brought about such a varied collection of answers that one could 
only conclude that little thinking had been done previously on 
the topic* Both the Bouse and the Senate favored between $2500 
and $3000 per year with greatest regularity— a figure which might 
easily have been calculated without much detailed research and
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with little &for ethoi^ht*
29* On the issue of platforms it is evident from the replies 
that pre-campaign promises are small factors in the eleotion of 
state legislators* Few used commonplace slogans, others generalized 
their platforms, and still others picked vote-getting interests ae 
^Adequate Old Age Pensions* but on the whole it appears that per­
sonalities are voted for and not policies or platforms ©looted*
SO* there is a reasonable correlation between the replies 
of shifted responsibilities and those favoring ,joint or conference 
committee action* Only 13 members of the two houses did nest 
favor such a recourse although several failed to answer this 
question* possibly due to a lack of familiarity with such pro* 
eedure*
31* Any interrogation as to the difficulties legislators 
have in honestly representing their districts will yield a multi­
farious collection of answers and this study is no exception* In 
general it appears to simmer down to a few common problems of 
truly weighing the demands of pressure groups and their lobbyists* 
of trying to be of aid to one group without engendering rebukes, 
from those affected adversely, of gaining support and appreciation 
for efforts honestly put forth* and of convincing the public that 
a difference of opinion is not sufficient grounds upon which to 
discharge diatribes of discredit upon a legislator^ ability and 
integrity*
* c o n c l u s i o n s
The vision of a unicameral legislature for Montana disappears 
in the smoke of opposition and in the fog of ignorance if this
*  i  *
study is any indication of the prospects* There Xl.es hope, how­
ever, in the confession of faults, ia the expressed inefficiency, 
and in the general dissatisfaction with the existing organisation* 
There also appears a ray of encouragement in the reports of the 
present legislators for they readily concede that a reduction in 
size would ho desirable, that responsibility Is not fixed, that 
pressure groups work a hardship on the present assembly, and that 
the remuneration is really not sufficient to entice leading talent 
or to allow what talent exists to give its proper attention to 
legislative matters*
Opinion seems to favor unicameralism in the abstract but 
an application of such a structure to Montana would destroy the 
balance— if any really exists now— ^between the densely populated 
urban areas of the west and the spare©ly settled plains regions 
of the eastern part of the state* Coupled with this is the 
issue of corporate industries versus the agricultural interests, 
an opposition self-styled car not, threatens any progressive 
legislative refora* These factors must be properly adjusted 
before any reorgani zation would receive the attention of legist 
Inters•
The pressure brought on the salons by lobbyists cannot be 
over emphasized if judgment may be based upon the expert opinion
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of the lawmakers* Perhaps this is the reason that so much men* 
tion is made of the moral rectitude and integrity of the repre­
sentatives* This stress is suggestive that the present personnel 
may be lacking in sufficient fortitude to cope with the tempta­
tions offered under the present structure and that something 
should be done to insure the public of more competent representa­
tives or that the present representatives be given the protection 
of financial security and social prestige in order to withstand 
enticing bribes*
There has been a tendency of late years for the lawmaker* 
to transfer legislative action to the people and to declare ref— 
erendms on consequential measures of public concern* For in­
stance* the county consolidation question! the eight-hour day* 
the proposed Montana Trust and legacy Fundi the State Highway 
Treasury Anticipation Debenture Act; the liquor control measure, 
county office terms § and the University Hi 11 age question have 
been placed upon the ballot for popular action* The referendum 
implies the power of popular veto but it also implies a lack of 
self-confidence in the legislature itself* The ”Gin Marriage 
Act11 was stopped by the people and the famous'Ohain Store tax 
was invalidated because of a faulty enacting clause*
There is no criticism of this action for it is purely 
democratic but it may be so democratic as to make the services 
of 153 legislators an extravagance. Perhaps a much smaller body 
could make recosmonds tions for public approbation or condemnation*
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A point worthy of reflection was raised by Senator H. B* 
Haight in his quest! © m  ttBo I represent a district or do 1 
represent the State?1* The legislator is elected by a sub-division 
of the state government hut is called upon to deliberate upon 
matters of general as well as local concern* this position of 
being 'loyal to constituents yet serving, the general public de­
serves a finer defiaitionj the existing ambiguity is one barrier 
preventing a mutual understanding in the present legislative 
operation.
The prospects for an immediate correction are nil but in 
the dim horizons of the future may be seen, the shadows of sensible 
reform*.
The tin© may come when the general public will, by initio* 
tive, institute a legislature composed of skilled lawmakers, pre­
pared for their tasks by competent educational institutions,, 
elected by their constituents from newly arranged districts' or 
possibly be apportioned among ifc© occupational groups in the 
state.. Professional legislators? Tea, sen trained- in the letter' 
of the law as well as in the spirit of it and capable of matching 
interests with the highly trained legal technicians.
Would such an organisation threaten democratic rights? lot 
any more than now .exists when trained legal men find it easy to 
exonerate their -clients through technical avenues of escape. The 
power of the .courts: increases in proportion as the quality of 
legislation becomes poorer because of an inability for a iay-mam
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to properly legislate on the numerous bills rushed upon him* *
Even in the legislature one wonders with Senator G* G* Davis 
in his conclusion* contention is that we have no democracy—
so C hr is ti anl ty-~ no broth erhood— no liberty. Our democraoy, our 
Christianity, our brotherhood and our liberty are in same only* 
lt#s all a preachment and not a scintilla of fact.*
Democratic representation is questionable upon the evidence' 
that most legislation takes place in committees and men who have 
a special* interest in a particular field receive committee assign** 
xnents therein* Can one represent the whole when he has a biased 
interest in a part? True, his knowledge should entitle M m  to 
such service but would he not be human enough to consciously or 
unconsciously favor his own interests? He cannot be a disinter- 
ested party, therefore can he honestly sit as a judge at law and 
fairly consider the arguments of the opposition?
There is a crying need for career men in government, men 
who by salary and position, elected from a selective list of 
eligibles by the people— as are judges, placed in an office of 
respect, honor, and security and thereby be able to render full­
time legislative service* Men, it seems, will be honest if it is 
not more profitable to be dishonest.
The present members and the past personnel have rendered 
and are giving all they have but, with exceptions and collectively 
speaking, they do net have enough* They are sincere men who often 
frankly question their own competence* They have done well but
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the increased demands of a more complex social order will soon 
call for technical experts for■ the day of subjective law is 
.rapidly passing into ’ oblivion*
Xn a general consideration Montana legislators and the 
state lawmaking organisation have given a fair justification 
for their existence and being intelligent men they manifest an 
interest in the inevitable transformations which are the comple­
ments of progress# The problems of the state are complicated 
but as long as Montana can continue to produce honest* energetic* 
and fearless men her destiny m  the bonansa state will never be 
questioned.
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LEGISLATIVE SURVEY QJIS3T IOI'IKA. IRE 
PLEASE fill in ALL of .the blanks, unless, they are exclusive
Name_________________________ .______ Age________ Check: Rep. Sen._
Occupation (chief interest)__________________  Nationality_
Check: Married________ ; Single________ ;_Eivorced________ . Home: In city ; Country_
Check: American born ; Foreign born________________ . Race  Church ______
Check: Democrat ; Republican__________ Other______________ ______________ (name).
Check: Number of regular sessions of service before last legislature (1939).
0___,1___ ,2___ ,3___ ,4___,5___ ,6_____ ,7_,8 «,9  ,10 Over ten _______
Education: Attended Common School__________  (what grade). Graduated? Yes . No
Attended High School_   Graduated? Yes , No .
Attended college Graduated? Yes , No .
• 0 • •
In order to form a symposium of expert opinion will you kindly express 
yourself upon the following points?
yes___ , No 1. Do you believe that legislative responsibility is often shoved
from one housO to the- other?
Yos___, No 2. Do you believe that the txvo houses servo as a check on hasty
legislation to such an extent that the present bicameral system is indispensable? 
Yes . No 3. Do you believe that the large number of legislators results
in a lack of a sense of individual responsiblity?
Yes___ » No 4 . Is it possible for a conscientious legislator to become intel*.
ligontly informed upon all of the matters acted upon?
Yes___ , No___5. Do you. believe that two houses are necessary to adequately rep­
resent the people?
Yes , No 6. Were your committee assignments such that you were placed
into a field in which you had a special interest and a special knowledge?
Yes No_̂ 7* Do you believe that most of the important legislating takes place
in the Committees? Or in the Placer Hotel? ______ Or in lobbying groups?
Yes , NO 8 . Is the financial remuneration for your services adequate enough
to allow you to make your legislative,duties your chief.interest?
Yos No 9. Do you believe that a one-house legislature of about 25 to 30
members could adequately serve the people of Montana?
Yes N6.___10. Would you seriously consider a reorganization program which
gave, indications of’an increased efficiency along with no added Expenses?
•Yes , .No , .11* Do you believe that the legislature, serving a. people, may 
be justified in being, inefficient in favor of the democracy which it offers?
12. What number of legislators would you consider to be sufficient to handle 
the legislative problems for the state of Montana? -
13. What salary xvOuld you recommend inordcr that one could satisf ctorily 
devote his full time to the study of legislative problems?__________ ______ _
14. What platform did you run on?  '   ;
15. Do you favor joint committee action? _________________  .
16. What is the greatest problem you have in trying to honestly represent 
your district in the legislature? . ________________________ '
Will you grant permission to be quoted on the above answers? Yes  , No
(If your answer is in the negative, no personal reference shall be made but 
the information shall be incorporated without any personal identification).
Further comments upon the reverse side will be most welcome. Any suggestions 
will be a valuable contribution to the survey.
Sinyerely-r iri aujprec iat ien,
M.A.Himsl > \
Broadus, Montana >
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Br ondus . M on tana 
November lOj 1939
Dear Legislator:
As a representative of.the electorate 1.4m fully 
aware that you have rendered valuable service to your 
constituents and that in such a capacity,, ybu find 
that innumerable demands are made upon you for re­
ports and opinions. It is in recognition 6i* your 
conscientious application that you have been singled 
out of the common-masses and have ,been paid the very 
complimentary honor of public office. May I prevail ' 
upon you to extend your contribution in filling out 
the enclosed questionnaire in its entirety and then 
returning it to me in the self-addressed stamped en­
velope?
The data received will be incorporated in a thesis 
as a partial requirement for a Master1s Degree at the 
Montana State University, Therefore, your co-operation 
will hot only be appreciated by me but it' will_ lend 
encouragement to.a more detailed study of the problems 
of State Government and will be so memorialized as to 
receive the serious reflections of students of progressive 
government,
, The purpose of this thesis is not to identify person­
alities nor to have any political significance attached 
'to it. As a legislative survey, involving the personnel 
of the State houses, it is being directed for the pur­
pose of making comparative studies with the trends in 
other states.
Any supplmentary comments will be treated with res­
pect and confidence, as you might prefer to indicate,
.of course, permission to generalize will, be reserved.
Will you, therefore, please join me in an effort 
to complete an accurate survey? Thank you. Your 
assistance will be, not only gratefully received, but 
long remembered.
Youirs very trul^>,
J /. S r
MoA.Himsl ^
Broadus, Montana
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B R O A D U S  P U B L I C  S C H O O L S
M. A. H1MSL, SUPT.
B R O A D U S, M O N TA N A
March 4, 1940
Dear Legislator?
4s Confucius say-.— with little delay., try, try again!
Last November I asked the co-operation of the legis­
lators of Montana in answering the enclosed questionnaire 
which is to be part of a thesis for a Master’s degree. 
Thus.far 63 faithful public servants have replied and 
their. contributions are surely a compliment to the oeop.le 
who elected them* They are more than thinking represen­
tatives;, they are acting statesmen of whom we Have too.fe'w
Of course I know that you have misplaced the first, 
questionnaire.intending to answer it later:and in the 
rush of activities it has been lost. Will you please, 
howeverp take a few minutes off to fill out the. enclosed 
sheet?
The data collected from your individual opinions will 
NOT be used in any political sense and if you so: indicate 
your judgments will remain without identification*-
It is necessary for me to  complete the survey by June, 
so a. prompt consideration on your part will .be most wel­
come* ' ' "
Your ‘assistance, which is absolutely necessary, will 
be gratefully received and sincerely appreciated®
Yours very truly,
1
Broadus, Mont ana
B R O A D U S  P U B L I C  S C H O O L S
M.A. HIMSL. SUPT.
B R O ADUS, M O N TA N A
April 29,. 1940
Dear Legislator:
Persistency might not be a jewel in Shakespearean lingo
again appeal for a response to my questionnaire survey
upon the Montana Legislature, I dislike to appear in­
sistent but I have no choice if my survey is to be complete
In repetition nay I explain that the purpose of these 
efforts is purely scholastic. The data received is to be 
used in fulfilment of' a Master's thesis and absolutely will 
NOT be used in any political sense. Only general and im­
personal compilations will be made so that reflections will 
be impossible® In some instances-— if permission is given- 
the opinions of outstanding legislators will lend weight to 
the subsequent conclusions.
To date 31 of the 56 Senators have replied? 55 of the 
102 Representatives have expressed their convictions.
Some may hesitate to give an affirmative or a negative 
answer to the questions, but for statistical purposes it
tho qualifications made by those who so indicate-®.
Won't you please sit down for a few minutos and answer 
the questionnaire? A digest of your opinions will be a 
very worthwhile contribution to the study of government 
and may lead to corrections or improvements of 'what we 
now have«
This compilation must be made this summer, hence I 
urgently repeat my request for your co-operation.
Thanks a lot ! And I hope you will be tolerant in 
gracefully accepting my persistency.
but it is a precious bit of necessity which prompts me to
is necessary to be explicit? interpretations will explain
You^s very sincerely* 
M, A. Him si
